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CHAPJ:ER I 

This thes:ils is concer-ned 'vi th a central problem of tradi-

tional aesthetics i for in it we try to say onc;) again \'lh,~t Art is. 
I 

"i " 
We approaoh the q'f-estion. hot·rever, with the aid of the methodological 

insights tha t hav~ ccme from ,.;b8. t is variously called P..nglc-A.rnerican 
I 

i 

Philosophy, Ordiml.ry Language I'hilosophy. Linguistic Philosophy and 

Linguistic Analys~"s. It is OlU' purpose, that is. to elucidate the 

concept of art, aJd to arrive at a philosophical description of the 
I 

! 

logic of that con4ept. Hore specifically. "Ie attempt to reveal the 
I 

rules that" st!'1.lCt-~e those acti vi ties, verbal E.:lild non-verbal. by 

means of which we! denote art. The firs~ tivO chapters are concerned 

wi th some prelimixaar-y methodological clarifications. f.irst of the 

relationship of tL.s thesis to the history of aesthetics, and 

seconcUy of our t$chnical use of ""the term Ifconcept". In the sub-

sequent chapters •. v'8 turn our attention to the problem of discerning 
I 

just 1?-ow it is th~t we do refer to art. 

I 
I 

The tradi.tional approach to the question. ""I"'nat is Art?" 
! 

has been by "ray of an attempt to deyelop a defini,tion or theor.v of 

Art. Conclu::;.ions: in aesthetics bave eyentually boiled dOvffi to Pll:C

" , ! 

portedly informath,-e and true staten:ents of the form, HArt is X", 

"where I1X!1 has bee~ replaced by locutions of various kinds, ranging 

from putative forr.~ulations of the essence of Art to statements of 
I 

1 



what are claimed tlo be the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
, 

thing's being or bleing recognized as a .fOrk of art. In this thesis, 
I 
I 

"le are not concernied to raise difficulties for individual defiYli tions 
, 

or groups of definitions of Art; rather. we are interested in cer-

taill ~ssumptions i~1plici t in the definitional approach. assu.mptions 

which we do not shlare. Because they have played such a large role 

in the history of iaesthetic8-~and analogous on6S in the history of 
I 

philosophy in genelral--i t is important that we make ol"ear precisely 

ho.! the assur.1ptionis of our pred,ecessors differ from OlU' Oi'i"l1. The 
I 

first h,O ·chaptersl, then, lay the g:r'ou.ndl·rork for conclusions dif-
. i 

ferent in nature ~rom those of a traditional ill sthetic. 

One of thel assumptions of the aesthetic theorists is that 

their definitions fire informative, and hence true or false. TLE:Y 

are, moreover, trule or false statements about the world; aesthetic 

theorists attempt Ito define Art, not "artlt, the VTord. in English. 

Thus "'hen they say!, "Art is X", they are not to be interpreted as 

ci ting a lingv.isti!c or conceptual fact. An aesthetic definition, 

then. in some sensle is purported. to repDrt a fact about the world.. 

Novl. such a fact i!s a somel·rhat :str.a.nge fact in that it must be 

assumed by the theorist that the 'tfOrld could not have been other-
I 

wise. It is clearl, I thin.~, that the aesthetic theorist could not 

allovT that there ab:-e e~T~n conceptually possible counterexamples to 
i " 

his definition of ~..rt. If it w,ere possible to conceive of a .... fork 

of art that did no~ h9,ve the property or properties the aesthetic 

theorist r.cas claiml:ld are defini ti.ve of Art, then he 't-TOuld not be 

able to claim tb.ati he had discovered just wr.cat it is that makes 

2 
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! 

a thing a vlorl.;: ofl art. To put it succinctly. the "is!! of the aesthetic 

definition is the ': atemporal lIis!!, meaning "was in the beginning, is 
I 

nO~ll, and ever sha~l be". 
I 

i 

In tu.:;."'ll, ~t follo-.!s tl'lElt "Artll is taken by the aesthetic 
• I 

theorist to desiefate an atemporal metsl)hysical object--a grade of 
I 

Spiri t J or an ess4ntial property shared by all vTOrks of art, or a 
I 

class or set of o~jects which has certain necessary and suffici921t 

condi ti'cms. 

I 

This: assumption is sometimes made tc? a:ppear more accept
I 
, 

able by the capi t~lization of "'Artll, '1'Thieh suggests that the '1'lord is 
i 

being used as a ptoper name fo:r an object. Even if the theorist 
I 

says that he is ndt; defining Art, but the vTord !lart", if his app-
I ' -

roach is by means l,of a rational reconstruction of language, then the 

semantics to i.'hiC~ he is committed dictate that "art" desi2;nates art, 
i 

a class or set of lobjects, and in this kind of context, '1·Ti th its 

claims to informativeness, a class or set is just as much a meta
I , 

I 

physical entity as is a grade of Spirit. It is because of this 

shared basis that ithe aesthetic theories as di Ve1"Se as Croce's 
, 

intuitionism and Charles Horris' semiotic approach to aesthetics 
I 

can be grouped as la common theoretical or definitional approach. 
! 

1 
Implicit in the definitional approach is the idea of the 

mind someho\<T being "over against" reality. and essentially isolated 
from other minds. ! The task of the philosopher is to captu:re the 

I 

nature of the pro4ection of reality onto the "screen" of h...i..s mind, 
,·,hether the projeotion be a block of colour (an intuited essence) 
or a latticework ~a logical structure that can be imitated 01' 
"pictu:red" by a fdrmal language), and to comm1)nicate this definition 
by instituting inlthe mind of the reader or listener either a 
patch of the same Icolour or a structure isomorphic to his o,·m. As 
'T,~i.ll be seen in t~e next chapter. vIe reject this kind of assurlption. 

I 



I 

The asswnBtion of the metaphysical objectivity of Art is a 

methodological aS~Thllption. It·is not something that the aesthetic 

theorist discove:r-si about Art; rather. it is brought to aesthetics 
i 

Ja __ priori. There ils nothh1g intrinsically tn'ong vri th a pri.9ri commi t
I 

menta in aesthetids. \ole all approach aesthetics "\<lith .certain pre-

disposi tions. Al tlhough the choice of a methodology seems to be based 
I 

I 

on something like r"hat Aristotll9 calls lIintuiti ve reasonll, the grasp~ 

4 

ing of ;"That 

it does not 

seem tp be obvious first principles ,..d. thout demonstration, 

fOllO~ that we can not have good reasons for pl'eferring 

one methodology ·ovler another. llie can not ~f in. any strong sense 

of the ",.'Ord, the c~rrectness or validity of a methodology, but vloS can 

argue pragmaticall~ that OU1' methodological cO!llJ-uitments are more 
i 

adequate t·han otheks in te:r.'I:1s of their ability to deal clearly and 
I 

comprehensively wi~h the data "m must take into account. I'le can 
I 

challenge alternative methodological commitments in two general ways. 
i 

The strongest chal~enge is a demonstration of a logical contradiction 
I 
, 
I 

among the key conc~pts or one that they entaD when the methodology 

is used in a partipu.).ar area, that is, in the application of the b:~y 

I 

concepts. In the Ratter case, \"e have not nece.ss81'ily disproven the 
I 

usefulness of the methodolog-.f in all areas of philosophy» although we 
I 

• I 

have sucessfully crallenged any claim its-proponents might make as to 

I 

its universal fruitfulness and applicability .. Not so strong. but often 

I 

qui te forceful, is I a challenge ()ased on a demonstration of the lack 

of comprehensiveness of the methoc1. lVbat i'le do is make observations 

of 1-lhat actually r4-ppens in the vlOrld. and see "\oThich methodology 

h th .t- d I • f' . t f 11 th as e mosv a equ&~e resources or gl'nng an accoun 0 a e 

T III': 



relevant observations. If a philos:)pher oan not "make possible ll .,hat 
I 

i 

is actual, then s1h.rely he is .11~ong. Frequently, too, the attempt to 
I 

extend a methodolJgical line 
. I 

to t8.ke c.are of Hrecalci trant phenomena" 
I 

leads to the cont:rradictioll Ive 

This is nlt the place 
I . 

are seeking. 

to go iYlto all the difficulties an 

Ordinary Language I Philosopher could raise agRinst a definitional ap-
I 

5 

proach in aesthet~cs. Ve will, ho"ever, cite one such difficulty, - . 
,~ . 

partly as an eXaT:l~le of the kind of challenge He have in mind, and 

i 
partly because th~ ar{:,\Xffient that follows clearly indicates an impor-

I 

tant distinction ~ehleen factual and conceptual problems. 

vlhen the JhilosoPher asks I "~lhat is Art 7", he does not expect 
I 

i 
the same kind of r'jesponse as does a child \"ho asks the same question. 

The child has per11aps just come across the ,"vord "artll, or has heard 
, 
I 

it used several tilmes and does not know ,"ha t it means since he does 

not YJlo"\,! .. ,hat art lis. Since he has not the reso'urces to anSl-ler his 

2 

question, he i'romtsl information. He cannot give him all the information 
I 

we have about art;; that would make him impatient. \olbat we tr-.r to do 

instead is to indilcate some typical examples of al't th~t he can use 
, 

as a basis for inqreasing his o'~m understanding. 

'11he philoslopher. on the other hand, already has such informa- .. 
I 

tion, and much mo~e besides. His question is not a "discovery!! or 

factual question, ~ut a concephl.al one. This is an important dis-

2 
For ""hat Iseems to be a contrasting vie,,! on this issl"!.'?, cf ~ 

Paul Ziff, "The telsk of Defining a vlork of Art" in Aesthetics and 
the Philosophy of jCri ticism. IvI. Levich, ed., Random House (NeVi York, 
1963). pp. 609-610 
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tinotion. The inadequacies of aesthotic theorists and the quarrels 
i 

I ' 

between them .roulclJ seem to indioate tha.t the human race. or at least 

6 

that part of it t~at writes philosophi'cal1y about art, has very little 
: 

idea of what art iis. B'ut v:hen the aesthetic theorist pref8ces his 

PE sthetic va th the! question, "Hha.t is Art7t1, he already knoi\T~ vihat 

art iQ. Othenlisd he vlOuld not be able to even start to nnS1,rer his 
I 

ovm question. Any 8UGG;8stion on his pnrt that he is trying to discover 

"That Art is, that ;he is approaching the problem as open-mindedly as 
I 

a child, vlitr..out ~resuppositions, preconceptions or pre-conditioning. 

1 

is nothing but a ~hetorica.l pretense, a stylistic ruse. "i"re are not 
! 

saying that there lis no great problem facing the philosophel' of art. 
I 

i 

There is, but it ils not the factual problem of the child. trying to 
I, ' i 
! ",/ 

see ",hat art is. Kennick 
I 

i 

difficul ty acc'L1..rat~ly when 

captures the aesthetic philosopher's 

he compares hi!Jl. to' St. Augustine faced ",ith 

tho oues.Lion !l\'lha"t is Time?" :Both can say. lIIf I am not asked, I -~... v ., I'" 

YJ10l'!j if I am asked, I knov! not." Kennick goes on to say: 

I 

there is neit~er anything mysterious nor anything complicated 
about lmrks otf art which makes the task of ans'I,rering the qU8stion. 
fI\\1bat is iU''c?r' so difficult. Like St. Augl1stine ,d.th Time, ,,;e 
do knm·, quite; I,!ell what Art is; it is only '.4hen someone asks us 
that '\ole do no1t kno ..... J. The h~ouble lies not in the vfOrks of art 
themselves but 1.n 'the concept 01 art. 

, 

The task is not tOi.§.§.§. ",hat art is, but to say ",hat art is. 

Ivhile this! observation of Kennick's does not refute the 
! 

definitional appro~ch in aesthetics, it does pose problems for it, 

:3 
!lDoes Trach tional Aesthetics Rest on a Histake?ll. Hind, 

hXVII (1958), p. ~20. 



It is very diffidl.l t to see hoyr the aestbetic theorist can avoid the 
! 

implication of this observation, that the kind of information he cnn 

give about art, Y1Thich he formulates into a clefini tion, is to a large 
. I 

7 

extent depe·ndent ~n such factor's as the time he is writing, his education 
I 

and exposure to art, etc. In other vlOrds, his claim to be able to 

define Art for ali time will have to be investigated again with more 
I 

I 

attention to the ~imitations that are impUcit in such an endeavour. 

In what· follo"78 , ,~e concentrate on the limitations imposed by the 

fact that art chartges. 
! 

We thus duestion the theorist's assumption· that "Art" 
I 

designates one object. an atemporal metaphysical object. In fact, we 
I 

question that assJr'l1ption at great length in the rest of this thesis. 

But it must be made clear from the beginning ",hat the basis of this 
I 

challenge is. Wh~n we claim that the denotative logic of the concept 

of art (a pl'1...rase ~hose meaning is spelled out belo"vl) is best elucidated 
, i 

by means of an flo~en-texture" model, "\I'e are denying that a definition 

of art is possibld. We are not making this claim on the basis that 
I 

we can better ~ IVlhat art is; we are sure that there are many aes-
, 

thetic theorists ,.~ho have far more insight into axt than we do. But, 

vie are equally sut1e that by explicating the concept of art as an open 

i 

textu-ced concept, I"le can far better §E:.:l. .,hat art is--tha t is, ,,;e can 
i 

give a clearer, moire comprehensive and coberent aCC01h'1t of ",hat ae
I 

tually happens wheb men deal "l'rith art than i-muld folloH from any 
! 

defini tional appro~ch. To make this claim, hOilrever, is to imply that 

it is not necessartr that aesthetics be definitional or theol'etical, 

tr..E.t is, that therb are methodological alternatives to informatively 



defining art. He Ithus treat the ideo. of informative definition 
I 

differently from tlhe vlay the theorist treats it. The theorist, as ... "e 

pointed out above,: is corr.nlitted ~_prio;ri to informative definitions; 

for him their cogelncy is an obvious methodological assumption. For 

us, hO,'16ver, infortuati ve defini tiona are just one of' a number of al-
I 

I 

ternative models £or the explication of denotative concepts. Other 
I • 

i 

available models itDclude va:rious kinds of family resemblance models 
I 

8 

and systematicallyj equivocal models. A definitional model is not here 

ruled in. or out onl fL nripll g'"'..cou.nds. Rather, vie argue that a defini tioD 
I 

of art is impossib~e because thf3 theoretical aesthetician is barred, 

I 

in prinoiple, fromi giving such a definition. and that the two thousand 

years of f~ilure olr theoretical aesthetics comes from the failure "1:;0 
. I. 

I 

recog:'1ize the imnoJrtance for aesthetics of the nature of change in the 
• I 

concept of art. rh other words, vthat underlies our challenge to theory 

in aesthetics is ai methodological shift that treats as LPosteriori an 

issue on Vlhich fori the theorist there is no debate. \ve in turn have 

Oul' 01ill a. Wiori CbTlUlli tments. contained primarily in the next chapter; 

the proof of our pv.dding, too, lies in the eating of it--that is. in 

the use to vlhich i it can be put. 

I 

SUJ.Ill1ary [n order to clarify in a preliminary 'tlay our 1.'e-

lationship to the history of aesthetics, vle p,..a.ve examined some of the 

methodological asswnptions of traditional aesthetic theorists. Since 

we do not share th~se assumptions, vIe have tried to clarify the basis 
I 

on whi ch a methodologi cal shift can be evalt1a ted. vIi tll spedal reference 

to aesthetics. TJ:<4t basis is a pragrnatic one: a particul~:r kind of 
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I 

success is the crjJterion of excellence of a method. I'Te have then 
! 

contrasted our attitude to informative definitions ,dth that of the 

i 

traditional theorjJst. The next sul)ject for preliminary clarification 

is our technical lise of the term "concept". 
I 

, -



ellA.EPER I I 

One of tlhe tenns that is used repeatedly in "That fo11oHS is 

I1concepttt. It is:a term that has received much currenoy lately, and 
i 

because it has so imany philosophical connotations, it is extremely 
! 

important to be vEtry clear about hOi., it is being used. In this 

chapter've deal "r.ilth four issues to indicate the .nature of onr C011-

~ I cept of a concep~~ 

For the ~urposes of this thesis, concepts are not to be 

thought of as menyal entities. Rather, .they are to be thought of 
I 

I as t]:J.e grou-as of lu1es that structu:r.e systemat),c contexts of h'JJll@ 
4 I 

In so~e of the contexts that reveal the use of concents, , . 
I 
I 

the activity of only one person is involved, and there is a temptation 

to treat the conc~pt involved as ell mental entity~ as "his" concept. 

But since the cont!ext which involves only one person is in principle 
i 

repeatable, eithel~ involving the same person or other persons-~ 

4 
I see nol reason ",hy a general acco1l..'Tlt of concepts "Tould have 

to restrict the noltion to contexts of specifically human activity; sys
tematic animal behFviour also rl9veals the use of concepts, although 
plan~ and non-organic a cti vity does not. Some kinds of bum . .':m concepts, 
however, are essen~ially differ,::mt from the kinds of concepts shared 
by humans and animUs since SOIDI;:: human activities, including most of 
what ,,;e ,vould norm~lly call Itthinkingtl, have properties that shared 
kinds of concepts ~o not r~ve. The restriction of the notion of 
concept in this thfsis to hu.rnan acti vi ty is thus some'..rhat aroi trarYi 
based on what seemf prime faci_~_ to be true, that only hwnnn beings, 
and not animals, have a concept of art, the restriction is made for 
the sake of an eas~er exposition of hoYT ",e "rill use "concept" in the 
phrase Itconcept of! art". 

10 



other-wise there ,,:orld be no pos,sibili ty of a system of contexts, and 

hence· no concept--bental enti tif~S locutions leave a residue of 
I 

11 

insoluble problemsl because of the inability of such locutions to sup-
• I 

I 

ply the resources Ifor an adequate description of, in the first case, 

memory, and in the, second, corrmn1..'l1ity of activity. Fu:t'thermore, such 

I • 
systems of context!s are a speclal case. Y.t8.ny. if not most of the sys-

, I 

terns of contexts t~at embody concepts c~n be fully described only 

"ri th reference to 1uore than one person. Of special note here is the 
i 

concept of lingvis~ic activity_ The use of mental entities locutions 

in the descriptionl of these latter kinds of systems of contexts ,,,ould 
I 
, 

give rise to the theoretical difficulties of solipsism and the dangers 

of an Idealistic r~ductionism. This threat of philosophical nonsense 

can be avoided by Jrecognizing that our starting point is in media res 
I 

• I 

and demands the aflrirraation of the cogen'cy of interpersonal locutions 
! 

for the descriptior of concepts. In other vlOrds, locutions vlhich 

imply that more th~n I myself exist are from the begi~'l1ing assumed to 

need no independent justification. Tbe acceptance of the interpersonal 

nature of concepts; means that He are not Cartesians. 

The first: thing to kee]) in mind, then. is that concepts are 

interpersonal, although individual persons use thew.. The next thing.., 
I 

vle need to clarify is what vTe mean by saying that '\'Then vre describe a 

concept, we ·are de$cribing groups of rules the. t structure systematic 

contexts of human activity. The statement that such-and-ouch is a 

concept-rule is an empirical generalization based on the observation 

of h1.l..i11an activity. '-[hen '\oIe say" for eX8.lilple, th..at the concept of a:rt 

has 8.n open texture, ;,re are saying that an empirical examinntion of 
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the contexts in i'll1.ich vTe denote art has revealed that this activity 

has certain logical or formal features ,,;hich we call its "open tex-

i 

ture", a phrase i'Triose meaning is explained below. In other "Tords, 

the use of "rule" :in this context is similar to the use of "18i{1l 

in the phrase "sdentific 18iv", and not to the use of "la,," as a 

rough synonym for ;"statute" (c:(~ !lby-lB.","). There are three reasons. 

hovrever. for not ~aying that concepts are groups of scientific 18.11's • 

. . In the fi:lpt place. scientific laws fOl'TIl sets that give 
. I 

necessary and sufi1icient conditions for the occurence of such and 
I 

such phenomena. }~ot all of the groups of rules tD..at make up con

cepts, hOi-lever, a~e sets. In some of. the systems of contexts "re 

examine, v7e find obly necessary, or ~nly sufficient cOl'ldi tions for 

the acti v-i ties vie ~escribe. In still others, "IvB find activities that, 

"rhile rule··goVeI'"fl.eld, are not condition-governed in the above sense 

at all. That is tp say, some systems of contexts reveal kinds of 

regularities that defini tional-,-i.e. necessary and sufficient con-

di tions-~locutionsl do not have the reS01.;crces adequately to describe. 

Thus, groups of sc~entific la,vs do not have the degree of logical 

flexibility that giroups of rules have. 
I 

Secondly, the only kind of context in "lh.ich scientific laYis 
! 

are found is a desoriptive context. Objects pay no attention to the 
I 

lal, of gravity; they just fall. But we not only describe concepts, 
! 

I 

also Jd.§J2. theL'l; !-,t.. does not just happen that ,;"e behave in certain vie lJ..v 
I 
I 

systematic i-lays. 
I 

fut the use of a concept by a person does not 

necessarily mean t~lat there Has a conscious avrarenE:SS on his part of 

ei ther the concept I of of his use; most frequen ily "I'le employ rules 



5 
aut.omatically, hal¥t.uall;t, or, to use iilittgenstein's ,wro, blindly. 

\-!e use a particulalr .... rord or perform a particular act because it is 

obviously and unrelflect.i vely the corJ..'ect thing to do there and then. 

1J 

Ho'wever. and this :is crucial. '\ole could be .... 'rong. vie could be mistaken 

in our attempt. to luse the rule,s, while a stone can ,never be wrong in 

falling. Rules cain be broken. but scientific laws, if they are 

correct.ly given, ~an not. 
, 

I 

The thirdJ re880n for refusing t.o call c<;mcepts groups of 

scientific lm'rs, dlosely related to the second, is that scientific 

laws should never :be treated as if they have any prescriptive or 

teleological forc~, whereas concept-rul€?s are so treated ,,,hen we are 

attempting to teach the rules of a concept or to correct a mistaken 
I 

use. vIe say that ,the rtJ.les tell us or make us do th:i.s rather than 

tl<...at, to use "pic~ure't ",rhen referl'ing to some paintings, and never 

when referring to Ibooks (ve17 roughly). bne goal of teaChing and. 
, 

learning the rules, vlhich is the basis of the prescriptive force we 

gi ve them. is corllect speech, 'l>rhich means speech by means of "'hich we 

can ComID'lUlicate ,dth others. 

For these three reasons, then. that the groups of rules 
I 
I 

that make up conc~pts are not all sets, that concept-rules are used, 
I 

and pan be used m~stakenly, and that concept-rules can be taD~ht. we 

distinguish betve!$n the genera li za -eions tha t are the result of the 

observation of cortce'Otual activity and those that result frore the 
I • 

5 • Phi19so~hical In~estigations. 219. 

i. 

------,------
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the observation ofl non-conceptual activity. 

A third ppint about our use of "concept" is that it would be 

misleading to say ~hat c0l1Cept8 are. §:.IillJ.ied to ob,iects. To say that 

is to suggest agaip. t.hat concepts are mental entities. and that the 

mind is fl over against" reality. Rather. concepts are used to deal with 
I • 

:rea1ity in various' ways, and the part of reality a concept is used to 

deal ".Ii th is its §hb,ject matter or data,. Denotative concepts (eg. 

colour concepts) and the denotative parts of more complex concepts 
I 

reveal consti tuti V? interactions bebieen ei thor individual minds or 

groups of minds an~ a pluralistic universe that lends itself to Illany 
, 

d.ifferent kinds of'departmental organization. What I have in mind is , . 

something like this. We can constitute or organize reality into , 

many different kindls of objects" There are, of course. ordinary objects 
, 

like tables and ch~irs and pens and balls of w~x. But we can also 

see the world in t~rms of physical objects (forces and stresses, bits 

of matter in measu~able motion, etc.), chemical objects (molecules, 

co-valent bonds. etc.), economic: objects (demands. up\{ard pressures 

on prices,etc.), ~ociological objects (classes. etc.), political 

objects (parties, mandates, etc.). psychological objects (conditioned 

responses. neurose~, ~tc.). philosophical objects (volitions, percepts, 

work of art. aesthJtic experience etc'.), and in terms of many other 
, 

kinds of objects. 'Some ways of seeing things are more successful 

than others. depenqing on our interests. The material out of which 

we constitute an aqcount of reality in terms of a conceptual scheme 

does not come out qf nothing (solipsism); nor does it all come out 

of the same thing (!reductionism). It comes out of other relati ve1y 
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unconstituted material which is -Lhe relative data. The subject matter 
6 

for any concept is ahiays only· relati vely tl1l.constituted. 

Now. vie dleal \1Ii th reality by means of habitual responses to 

relevantly similarj situations. Habits are established in virtue of the 

wants and needs of a person or group of persons living in a complex 

environment. vIe hiave many such conditioned interests--\·rants and needs 

teleologically rel!ated to objects .. -\·,hich "Te seek to satisfy. The in-

terest in survival, is almost universal in man; the interest in enjoying 

Picasso is far les~ \-,ide··spread. The continued and unquestioned use 

of a concept is ~me faciE!.. evidence that the habitual acti ·vi ty it is 

based on is efficacious for dea1ing \d th reali iy to the satisfaction 

of certain interests. For this reason, word usage, for example, does 

not need a philosophical justification in terms of a prior theory of 

la,nl§;uagej the fact: tb..at a \-lOrd is used--not just once, by one person, 

of course--is sufftcient justification for its correctness, ~Lif 

it is used irratioli1allx. Inconsistent usage is bad usage from a cer-

tain point of view~ but is not necessarily incorrect usage. Over 

time the inconvenience of illogical usage in rational contexts--·its 

6 
Al tbough I this all sounds very Kantian, h/o major differences 

betvreen this and Kant IS conceptue.lism are: here, there are no sem:e 
impressions, nor a:re there any analogues of sense impressions in some 
kind of absolutely:simple, given data; secondly, there are no analogues 
for the Kantian Ca-ttegories. that is, there are no metaphysically pri
vileged concepts. ,It might be argued that our position on concepts 
~~1)lies a phenomenon-noumenon distinction; that may be so, but if it 
l!i~it is based on Itte contingent fact that so far~ the human race has 
only used a small portion of the possible modes of organization of 
reali ty. A third differenc:e is that Kant's conceptualism is good only 
for knowledge by aoquaintance, that is. for knO"\.,rledge of objects, 
whereas for us dendtative concepts are only one kind of concept. 
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inability to fost~r clear comrnu?1i cu tion--tends to break it dO'o-Tn. In 

the meantime, a11 ... 1e can do is· point out the inadequacies of certain 
I 

usages and recornmdnd clearer ones .. 

There is 'one conditioned interest in man that gets us out of 

the determinism tbat seems :to follow from the above paragraph. 

Sometimes our rulels are inadequate for dealing "d. th vThat ,.;e have an 

interect . in dealing wi th; it is not obvio.J.8 Hhat is the correct thing 

to do or say; OUT !habi tool patt1ern.s of acti vi ty fail to supply the 

expected satisfact;ion. In such cases th.;.; human demand for under~ 

standing--a combination of curiosity and frustration--is activated. 

The rules \<ie know lio not work. so ,,'e ·look for ne,<7 ones to replace 

them. The search for Q~derstanding is thus radically destructive 

of selected habits', As individuals and in groups l."e break do\V11 ou.r 

condi tioning and re-condi tion ourselves or a 110 .... 7 ourselves to be re-

conditioned to have new habits. ne,r rules. that is, ne,., concepts. 

Personal condition~ng can break down b1 no time at 8.11. a1 thou,<?:h ,. ~ 

vle can be lIpig-heaaed"; group conditioning crumbles more SlOi>lly; 

linguisi:;icconditilbning has great inertia. Certain kinds of cultural 

conditioning surviye for millenia; witness the continued appeal of the 

Honleric poems; but,if our cultural interests changed, there is no 

reason to suppose that they mus~ continue to appeal. 

Fourthly, : there might be some question about what constitutes 

a system of contexts of human ac:tivity. By ",hat criterion, it may be 

asked. do we pick cDut this group of regularities and not that as a 

basis for a descriwtion of a COIICe})t. With specific reference to what 

fo11o".;s in this thesis, it !flight be asked by vThat criterion ,'7e 



distinguish bet,·relen what \.;e call the "aesthetic form of life ll , a 
I 

group' of activi ti:es rule-governed by the concept of art and related 
7 
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concepts and sub-Iconcepts I and other forms of life. In reply to this 

question. it musti first be pointed out that the clear statement of 

such a criterion Iwould by the :1'e8111 t of our and IDany other similar 

researches into hlow in fact aesthetic concepts are used, and not a 

starting point forr these researches. Since \-le are concerned only 'I-,i th 

a small part of o~e aesthetic concept--that is. with the denotative 

part of the concept of art--i t is not \>;i thin the scope of this thesis 

to arrive at a cl~ar statement of' ~uch a criterion. Short of that, 

i 

and in the meantime, our procedure is justified on the folloi-ring 

grounds. vIe noted above that the use of a concept does not necessarily 
i 

imply a conscious: ai·rareness by the user either of the concept. (the rules 

he is using) or olf his use of the rules. A point closely related to 

this is that an a'J:lility to use a conc~pt does not imply the ability 

to d.escribe the concept at all clearly. To be able to do the latter 

requires study of! ho • ., the as yet Undescribed concept is in fact used. 

No"" I know hovr to use the coneept of art in a great many contexts, 

"'hich .is not clailined to be any great achei vement. Learning ho"T to 

speak English was. one' of the many vrays by "Thich I came to accomplish 

this. I knovl that I use the concept correctly because "Then I interact 

;ori th art in the ptesence of others, I do not get quizzical looks and 

7 
cr. 1d.B~ Gal1ie, "Art as an Essentially Contested Concept", 

The Philosophical I Quarterl:y:, VI, 1956, p. 101; note that Gallie se8ms 
to mean "defini ti~n" .. There he tl.ses I1conceptl1. 
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objections to my acti v.i, ties, I do not get irrelevant and incomprehen-

sible. anS\'18rs to my questi ons; in other words. my acti vi ties are 

understood and acceptable. I thus already knoio[ Ylhat the criterion is, 

even though I an npt able to §ill[ 'VlM t it is. I can not state it, 

not because it is 1111st8table, but because I have not yet clearly 

discerned Ivhat it is I and others are doing in the aesthetic form 

I 

of life. Thus the demand for a criterion, clearly stated at this 

point, is based on,a misunderstanding of the empirical nature of these 

investigations. 

Summar:,: I:m. summary. then, fow: main points have been in-

vestigated in order to clarify hOv1 the term "concept" is used in this 

thesis. First, cOl!lCepts are not to be thought of as mental entities; 

the1 are' interpersonal groups of rules th&t structure systematic 

contexts of hUtl1an 6\.ctivity. Secondly •. the observation"and description 

of concepts has some similarities to the search for scientific lavis; 

there are. hovreverl certain crucial differences betvleen concept-rules 

and scientific la';vs, the examination of which gave us a criterion for 

distingv.ishing condeptual fron non-conceptual contexts. In the third 

place, conceptual activity is for the most part conditioned or habitual 
, 

interaction vri th reality, the main exception to this last being those 

acti vi ties ".,e call :the search for understanding. Finally. 1.;e pointed 

out that Hhen we can correctly use a concept. we sometimes cannot say 

what correct usage is. and that aesthetic criteria and absolutely 

general aesthetic distinctions are properly conclusions, and not the 

starting point, of philosophical investigation of art. 
, 



CRAnER III 

As we have indicated above, we do not intend to give a complete 

explication of the concept of art in this thesis. To do that "Tould 

invol ve an explica'tion of all those systems of contexts in ,,,hich iie 

deal with art, a Vlery large task indeed. Here v,Te are concerned vtith 

one small but important part of the concept of art, that is, ,,,i th the 

denotati iTe part of! the concept. Hare concretely, vIe will try to 

elucidate the 10g:Lc of those systeI:1s of contexts in i,;hich vTe refer to 

a vTork of art in general, in ,,,hich ';Te irldicate or denote vlorks of art 

or art in general" in which "re make it. clear tr..at we consider an object 

to be a wo:ck of art. This is hOI'7 the traditional question, "vlhat is 

Art?" becomes reinterpreted with our methodological cOl11..lllitments. 

This chapter is intended to lay some of the ground\'lOrk for our later 

examination of th8jt question. 
I 

The first thing ';,e no1e about hOyT vre d~'1ote art is the I'le 

very seldom say of an object, "X is a vlOrk of art", flIt is a I'Tork of 

U1 T'I J •• •• J ~ It 
. ?tLl.d.\.! .LO .J..lJ' y"u.~.o-

tion. Only when He have a rather special set of circumstances in \'Thich 

it is understood that I1vl}!..at is it?" means "Is is a \wrk of art or of 

handicraft?lI, 11 •• , or of propaganda?l1, ", , • or of histoJ.OY?", ", 

or a forgery?", II,' •• or garbe.ge?lI, or some such alter-Dation ':Tould V.'e 

say, lilt is a vTorl1 of art". ::Sut even though this particular locution 

is seldom used, v78 do have a host of \'rays of indicating that we are 

I 

dealing ,·ri th real:Lt;y in aesthetic terms--tha t is, tba t He are using 

19 



the concept of ar~ to deal ivi th an object or group of objects. vlhen 
8 
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"Te treat something as a ,rork of art. "He are I! saying" that it is art, 

even though ,,;e ma;w not say it out loud, or even verbally. Hence there 

are many activities that must be taken into account in 2n explication 

of the logic of tHe denotative part of the concept.of art, some of 

which are aesthetic denotations, and ir~ others of ",hich such a de-

notation is implidi t,. For ease of explication, 'de can distinb"Uish 

beb-reell verbal andl non-verbe.l aesthetic denotations. 
9 

To begin Ivli th the 12 tt,er. consider the case of a stone that 

has e. peculiar cr;istal forrr.ation such that '.>Then cut in a certain way 

and polished, the figure of a bird in flight is clearly visible. NOH 

if this polished srt;one is placed in a science museUlll, then it is being 

treated as a specimen, and the comments on and explanEl-r.ions of the bird 

form will be scientific in nature--geological or chemical. If, on the 

other b..and, the sat!le polished stone is placed on-a pedestal in an art 

gallery, we will treat it diffeJ?entl:{. and our conunents on it 2nd 

reactions to it win .be in terms of its beauty and mysteriousness and. 

perhaps cosm.ic meaning. In other 'words,·vrhen we put it in an art 

gallery, i-Ie a.re "saying", and are understood to be "saying", "This 
I 

.l 

8 
W.s.en \"e treat something §..§. a work of art, we· are not 

treating it as if it "rere or like a work of art when it is not one. 
As an example of trn.e latter kind of usage, consider the sentence. 
"He treats his Volkswagon as if it i'rere (like) a Cadillac". When "re 
treat something as' a 'dork of art, as far 2S 'ole are concerned. it is 
art. But there arJ limits on what we can correctly treat as art. 

9 
An actual case; also cf~ Paul Ziff, op .~ ci t~, pp. 615-616. 
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stone is a .... rork of artH perhaps even more clearly than .... 'ould be the 

case i~ "re used the "l-lords. If He used the words, \<T8 might be asked. 

"\<That do you mean?", whereas ",hen ,·re put it in the gallery, it is clear 

"That ,;,e mean. 'l'hus to place all object on display in an art gallery 

is to denote it as art, is to say, lIlt is art II. And, of course, 

this is the vlay w~ denote a great deal of art. Paintings, sculptures. 

mobiles. tapestriEj')s, African masks ·a~·;a,so on at great length are dis-

played in art galleries. and also in parks. in university and city 

hall open spaces, 'in our homes. Furthermore, \1e .clean these kinds of 

objects and try to preserve thE!m; .... ie bMY aud sell them. and give them 

as gifts ~ l.,re do not demand as much utilitarian value from them as 1<Te 

do for example from an ordinary dinner fork (although it is to be noted 

that "Art for art lis sake" is a very recent slogan. and that for most 
. 

of history art has been expected to have SOIDe function. ;.,hether social 

and political (Plato, U. s. S. R.), psychological-ther8.peutic (Aristotle' 

on tragedy). religious (medieval art). didactic (Neoclassical period), 

or even decorative (Egyptian burial art).) 

It "lOuld clearly be inappropriate to display an unprotected 
i 

Cezanne painting i~ a park, just as a large Henry Moore SCUlpture has 

no place in a hamel. We treat different kinds of vlOrks of art in the 

ways that are apprbpriate to them. Treatment in some "rays is appropriate 

for some kinds of art, but inappropriate for others. This notion of 

appropriateness ,is even more clearly applicable yrhen we shift our 

10 
Cf. Zifr, aD. ,Pit., pp. 611-6lJ for an admirable list of 

characteristic and, appropriate things \'re do to and say about just .Q1lE. 

painting, Poussin I is "The Rape of the Sabine Homen." 

10 
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attention from plastic to other art forms. He do not, for exarr:ple, 

display \wrks of literature; ruther, ,.;9 read and reread them, vre 

publish them and :reprint them, we place them on reading lists of 

1.miversity literature courses, \,e make them into fil ms, and so on. 
I v 

We then shoi'; the films to audiences. Presentation to an audience is 

an appropriate "ray of denoting several other art forms~-lliu8ic: ballet, 

opera, dri1ma.. and poetry (in readings) •. Th~s again does not exhaust 

the ways vre denotie these art for'ills i "re record and replay music, I,re 

treat drama and PdJetry as liter-Cltu..l'e, vIe film ballet and opera for 

theatres and. television, etc. It is to be rlOticed that attendance at 

a per-forme-mee or $'allery is just as much an aesthetically denotatiY8 

acti vi ty as amorEt! instru.l1ental fu..'1ctbn in the presentation. It is 

also interesting to note that He talk about the production of a per-

formance, but the I reproduction of a. piece of plastic al~t and the 

reprinting of a ':lork of literature (,.,hich is not the same as a repro-

duction, which attempts to preserve the vis1:!.8.l appear'ance of the object; 

a reprint need preserve only the order, not the typographical sb..ape, of 

the words.) Here again the notion of appropriateness is functioning. 

We can no~ here go into the truly immense number of ways of 

non=verbal aesthetic denotation. As :philistine as it sounds, even 

the prices vIe are '"rilling to pay, high ones for art and low ones for 

decoration or entertain..TC1ent, mark an important gl~OUp of contexts ili 

",hich we denote ant. The point that is important at this stage is that 

in our subsequent elucidation of the logic of the concept of art, we 

will frequently U818 non-verbal acti vi.ties as a source of date. and 

examples. Becausel of the vagu6ness in langu age, and because linguistic 
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acti vi ty is just <Dne of the many ldnds of acti vi t;y rule-governed 

by concepts, it dll sometimes' gi ve a clearer picture to appeal to the 

use we make of art rathel' than Ilartl! .. 

The distirllction vie have made beti"een verbal and non-verbal 

denotations of art is artificial, made for the convenience of exposition. 

Just as there are many non-·ver·bal vrays of denoting art, the:re are 

many verbal i'lays w'hich are intimately \'iOven into the latter. Bere 

again. the notion ,of appropriateness is applicable, although some 

verbal acti vi ties are veJ.'Y widely apprOIll'iate. For example, we criticize 

all \,orks of art ~and other things .b,s vlell. such as automobiles, bridges 

and rainbovTs) but ,we criticize in many different, regionally appropriate 

\vays. vIe can talk about the formal qualities or the imaginatiYeness or 

tbe originali ty or the banality or the 8;','111001ic meaning or the style or 

the period or the expression of emotion or the technique or the medium 

or the artist IS i1il.tentions or the place in tradition or art histoY,f of 

a work of art, and so on at great length. Some kinds of critical 

activities are apwropriate to some kinds of art, others to others; 

some kinds of activities are 3;tppropriate to some interests. others to 

others. In all t~ese activities there is, if not an explicit, at 

least an implicit I denot8tion of. art. To talk a"bout the meaning of 

a film is to treat it as art; to say that it has no meaning Vlorth 

speeking about (,,\b.ich is different from saying that it is meaningful 

because it has no meaninf;), but ,,'as just enjoyable, is to treat it as 

mere entertainment. 

One of the more important aesthetic verbal activities is 

cla8sification. 0n an atomistic level, each ,·;ark of art r.!3s an 
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individual name, a!lthough the ontologic8.l status of the individual the 

Tl..a:ne names vari es 'from one art' form to another. For example, liThe l1an 

in the Golden Helmet" refers to the' original Rembrand.itpsinting in the 

louvre, although t:he same name is also used to refer to r~prints, and 

copies of the original. It is problematic to specify to ,,[hat "King 

Learn or "Le S:3.crei du Printemps II refers, but these are not the problems 

that He vlish to ge1t involved in; suffice it to say -'chat ,\·re do usually 

knovr hOH to use thle names of Horks of art. The most general aesthetic 

classification, of' course, is art or work of art. ]3ebreen the level 

of the individual name and the most general classification, there are 

a great many diffetrent ... rays works of .art can be classified, depending 

on their characteristics and 01.1:r' interests. and each work of art can 

be treated as an example of many different kinds of art. \ve have a 

very general matertLal classification into pla'stic, performati V9 and 

li terary art forms, vri thin which there are many subdivisions. \'le 

have geographical ~nd temporal classifications, again "lith many in

ternal subdivisions. Technique I' style. artist, period, movement and 

many other characteristic~ an9. interests can form the basis for 

arranging works of art into various relationships. 

It is to be noted that to classify an object as, say, Romantic, 

is i 1)SO facto to classify the ob ject as art. In other ,,'ords, the 

acti vi ty of classification vie are considering is an implicit acti vi ty 

of aesthetic denot&tion. Secondly, it is important to notice that 

tbe conditions ef1b~died in various modes of classification vary. Some 

classifications have necessary and suffioient conditions; to be a 

Picasso painting, it is ne~essary and sufficient that the object be 
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a painting done by Picasso. Others have only necessary conditions; 

for example, music must be ordered sOl...1!1d, literature must be ordered 

words, sculpture must be three-dimensiDnal. Still others have neither 

necessary nor slJ.fflicient conditions; the classifications ~omantic, 

sentimental, trag:iJc, delicate, as \'Te11 as many other's, can not be 

spelled out in suqh terms, but are better treated in terms of strands 

of sim:i.lari ties. 

The importance of the existence of so many- aesthetic clas

sificational actiViities is Jehat it ShOi'lS us again that denoting art 

is not a simple aoti vi ty of saying nXis a work of art!!. "!hen asked to 

gi ve an example of a work of art, '"le ·are just as liable to say, "ii.. 

painting" or IIA musical composition" or "A poem" as \1e are to reply' 

by naming a specific vJork of art. An elucidation of', the logic of the 

denotati ve part o£: the concept of art ",ill have to take this kind of 

fact into account. 

Surnmal--:'Y Tlhe main purpose of this chapter has been to sho·vl 

that the denotation of art take,s place in many v.lays. lYe have also 

tried to show the eomplexity and variety of the kinds of context 

structured by the denotative rules of the concept of art. The pre

liminary clarification (perhaps "complication" would be a better "lOrd) 

sets the stage for us to return to the question, "What is Art?" 



CHll.P'l~ i::R IV 

If anything is clear from the last chapter, \·lb..at the denotative 

logic of the concll':pt of art is; is not. '1'he rules by I-lhich we explicitly 

and ir.1plicitly denote art Cl'';:: many and varied. an(l it is not clear 

from·the cursory q,nalysis they have been given if there is any logic 

to their use, much less ivhat it is. The problem vi th i-lhich iV'e are 

faced is this: to help us to cut through the complexity. \·re must try 

to ftnd a conceptual model or framevlork whioh 'Inll so simplif;y. condense 

and clarify the cJlassification of the contexts in which IV'e :cefcr to 

art that vIe are aale to give a philosophical description of the 

denotative logic qf the concept. Our model should be such that it 

has the reSOUl"CeS 'rich enough that \·re can deal comprehensively and 

consistently i·,i th the whole range of our observations of the use of 

aesthetically denoting rules. The model that has been traditionally 

assumed to be the obvious one to use has been one that employs 

I 

theoretical or definitional locutions. that is, that employs the lan-

To be adequate, a defini tion '\~'OlJ.ld have to be such that the description 

of anything that alctually is a legitimate i-ray of denoting or referring 

to art, explicitly or implicitly, could not conflict mth the definition 

or any statement the definition entails. This project. however. has 

re.sul ted in tyro thpupand years of failure of aesthetics to provide 

an adequate definition of art, The "true definition", or even a close 
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approximation of "jjt, has never been found; all the definitions have 

eventv.ally ru.."1 aground on the shoals of' a contradiction with the fRets 

of our experience in the aesthetic form of life. If vle can see hOI-7 

this happens--and even better, how it must_ happen--then p~rhaps we 

.,vill have a clue that ,·rill .8J:1..a·ble us to choose bette'r sorts of 
11 

locutions for dealing ,-,ith art. 

'The aesthetic theorist claims to present an informative . 

definition of Art. To see wbat he can in fact claim, let us suppose 

that it were possible for someone to examine all of the things referred 

to as art. that is" all contemporary aesthetically denotative contexts. 

Further, let us suppose that he discovers that there is a property X 

(simple or complex) shared by all l;TQrks of art. The property in question 

does not have to be a natural one; all that is required is that a person 

",i th normal sensory- and mental facilities (including some degree of 

"taste") is, after some education, readily able to identify the 

presence or absence of the property by the inspection of putative 

works of art. Ivou!Ld the researcher then be able to claim that Art is 

X? The anS"ler depends on hOi'i \-le interpret the "i s l1 of his statement. 

If he means by !!is~!. "is nOil" considered to be", and if, ex hYDothesi, 

his research is colb.pletely adeq:uate, then his statement is true. In 

11 
Ve began, of course, to establish 8. eoncept'ual scheTilo in 

Chapter II. The c~:mceptualism outlined there is, in a very loose 
sense, a sort of axiom systew, or, better, a sort of group of 
hypothetical postulates or assumptions for this thesis. embraced 
because the succeS$ similar conceptualism h28 had in other areas 
pTomises that it may be frui tfD]. here. 
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fact. he ,,;ill have' stated an em})irical identity statement of the form. 

"\vorks of art are (considered to be) identical ivi th those objects that 

have the property X". Now. hOViever interesting this statement may be. 

it would not be at all useful for saying what '"lorks of art really are 

(whatever that means). since in order to make the statement. he would 

already have to knq:)'w what objects are ,'!orks of art. It ,"Tould perD..aps 

have the hevTistic value of aiding in tr~e re-identification of Vlorks 

of art. but a list ",ould accomplish the sane thing better. And he 

certainly "lould not be able to claim that it is in virtue of X that 

\.,re 1:no'l" i,jhat is a 'IiTork of art, since the property or properties in 

question I"rere discQvered as a result of the research. '<I'hich means that 

the researcher himself already kn8y' what things "rere works of art ,'!hen 

he discovered the property or properties by an inspection of vlorks of 

art, and not by an inspection of his. Oim 'mind. In order to make the 

claim that it is in virtue of X that we kno,-, what is a ''lark of art. 

he "TUuld l>..ave to show not only that all ,.;arks of art have the property, 

but also that there is a causal relationship betv!een the recogDi tion of 

this property and dUT calling these objects "arttl. To show that. he 

would }:i.ave to get into psychology. and perhaps sociology and linguistics, 

",hich again "'TOuId olnly give him empirical facts to the effect tr.cat we 

do in fact refer to art in such and such a "lay, and not to the effect 

that \'18 ~ ·refer to art in that '<lay. If ....,hat he is looking for is 

the evidence for salying that in some logical sense it is in virtue of 

X that i·re kno,.! ",hat, art is. he can not find it. 

If in sayinlS rtArt is X" our researcher takes on the mantle of 

the aesthetic theorlist, then he '\oiill claim to be gi ,,-ins an informative· 
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definition of Art, and not an empirical u..'1iversal generalization about 

art. _ In other VTOI'ds, he means the lIis" of the statement to be inter-

preted as meaning "vias in the beginning. is nOH, and ever shall be". 

His statement is most probably false. It viould seeT.:1 to be as sound an 

inductive generalization as car.. be made: that as long as man continues 

to have artistic interests J art will continue to develop and cr.c'1.nge 

in u ... '1predictab18 i'lays. 'l'he things .men call "art" and othen-rise denote 

as art at one point in time are not treated as art at another time; 

moreover, the 1-lays they denote art change too. Trivially, of course, 

.... rorks of art are created at different points' in time, so that, for 

example, da Vinci could not say that vle call "artl! such things as liThe 

Man in the Golden Helmet" and tlGl§ly.rnica" , becau.se they had not yet been 

painted. :Sut more important than this, there are not only new ",orks 

of art .. but also nev! kinds of .... mrks of a:rt that unpredictably revolutionize 
. 12 

the group of properties that 1,-le must, in our research, 'ascribe to art'. 

Cubism, for example, was a style of painting that subverted 

the to that point almost completely u..'1iversal representational proper-

ty of painting. It could not be foreseen that Cubist painting would 

develop as it did; how'ever, that some new style of painting should 

become established vTaS inevi table--or at least almost inevitable. 

There i-ras always the possibility, not actualized, and there continues 

to be the possibility, tr..at all new "-lorks of art be clear-cut paradigm 

cases of ",arks of art. But there is no reason for supposing that such 

12 
vlhat vro1.lJ.ld c1a Vinci say if he were shoKl1 GE\yrnica? I-That ,.mula. 

he say after some ~oaching? Ho;-,I like the I'lona Lisa is I!Geu.:rnica l!? 
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a thing ,,,ill happen; the 1:l8SS of inductive e'vidence is that it ,·rill 

not. The introduction of the film subverted the e.esthetic information 

pool even more than the introduction o·f C'ubist paintings because its 

dissimilD.ri"ties to previously established art forms 1-lere ~yen greater. 

than those of Cubist paintings. Furthermore, there are objects and 

kinds of objects that ","ere once considered works of art and art fOTIls, 

but are no longer. The eclectie and expansive period in ,,,hi cl1 '.-l"(? live 

has obscured the fact that we have, for example, completely stopped 

considering landscape gardening to be an art form, while it was so 

considered in the Bighteenth Century'. This is not to say that "'("9 have 

stopped oreating al'tisti c landscape gardens as \v8 have stopped oreating 

Gothic cathedrals;· more than this, ... ..,e 1'.:.8Ve stopped oonsidering any 

landscape garden t(i) be a vTOrk of art. 

Thus any attempt to define art informatively would have to be 

based on informaticJn gained from an examination of the objeots that 

have been consider~d art to date. But there is no gu.arantee that art 

\-lill retain allY of the features that it has had. Bven the most general 
13 

feature of' art has no gu.aranteed future. A radical revolution in 

the conoept of art, of course, does not happen in a day. Continui ty 

13 
It has been pointed out to metD..at .,orks of art must at least 

be \vorks. If 'That is mecmt by th~t is that they must be artifacts, . 
then it is not true. There is already an established tradition of 
treating natural objects (pieces of drifhrood J stones, eVen sunsets) 
as natc1.ral "orks of art. }lor€.'oV"er~ there is no reason ,'Thy such a 
trend could not bedome paradigmatic, that is, central to the concept 
of art. If, on the other hand, ,·,hat is meant is that "Horks of art 
must be real (of. the French, "objet d'art"), then of course the 
statement is true; but everything else is real too. 
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is maintained by the persistence of certain clv.sters of properties, 

or, to use the current catch-phrase, "strands Ol similarities", that 

overlap and intertJ.-rine for various lengths of time, linking the present 

to the past and the near past to the remote past in various ways, and 

with variuus geographical etnpb.ases. An elucidation of the logic of 

the concept of art must make reference to the time at which the de.ta 

for the elucidation has been gathered, and assu.!TIe t!;.at there is nothing 
14 

final about the use of the COnCE!pt at that particular time. From 13. 

more general. temporal vantage-point (i.~!.., taking the eyes of God on 

the concept of art)$ we can see that the elucidation of the concept 

of art must be dependent on a tE~mporal axis. It is this kind of 

temporal dependence that makes the denotative logic of the concept of 

art "open-textured". 

Art is not a unique concept in this respect. .A..'1other example 

of an open concept is the concept of science. The concept of science 

is determined in part at least by vhat scientists do, and scientists 

do different thing~ at different times; nor can we predict what the 

scientist "rill do next I only tr...at he "rill do something different from 

tion '\>l2S just as legitimately scientific as the gaseous theory that 

replaced it; Ne'l·rton' s laws of dynamics Here .just as legitimately 

14 
The need! to specify spatial co-ordinates for an elucidation 

of the concept of alTt is be.sed on the practical impossibility of 
discov'2ring all thei uses of the concept at anyone time; this is not 
an impossi.bili ty in principle the ·y!2Y trying to discover the uses of 
the concept for all, time at anyone place would be. 

------ .., ------ -_ .. __ .. - ..,- .-._--.,_ ... -.--. 



scientifi c as the }<~insteinian onGS that replaced them; introspection 

was just as legitimately a scientific approach as is be}1..aviourism. 
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Again, consider the pre-eminantly philosophical question, 

"vlhat is Philosophy?" rrhe problem of discerning ,,,hat a if~rk of art is 

has a great many similarities to the problem of discerning 'That a 

.. rork of philosophy is. i'men ,,8 eX8.P.1ine the history of philosophy, 

vrG discover .many different methods and many different areas of concern 

being called philosophical. Attempts to give a definition of philosophy 

do not do justice ~to the "ide diversity of acti vi ties, practices, 

attitudes, 'Horks, ideas, etc.) that vle consider and have considered 

philosophical.' lm.dl the future is open. Although ,·re may prefer to do 

philosophy in one llay rather than another on the grounds of fruit

fulness or clarity, our reasons for such preferences are pragmatic 

ones. Eo one can give a set of proven valid principles for correctly 

philosophizing for all time and claim that philosophy can be done in 

no othel~ ",ray. J...nyone who pretends to do so is justifiabl:v- criticized 

as dogmatic. This suggests that as philosophers "e should observe a 

princi.ple of toler~nce "hich allows that others may have valu.able, if 

vaguely expressed insights using: methods that .re ourselves do not 

choose to use. ':!.1h:ils is not to say:, of course, that a philosopher can 

say anything he wishes; vIe have canons of rationality such as coherence, 

consistency, clarity, comprehensiveness and accuracy of observation and 

reporting. and the validity of presented and implied ar€;u.mentatj.on 

that govern all philosophical enterprises, and other rational under

takings as i·ie1l. Philosophical tolerance does not entail philosophical 

anarchy. 
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By '!tre.y of. contrast, consider the concept of kllOi<lledee as it 

is eXftertaineo in. epistemology. 'h11en 1',8 examine. say, the Theaetetus, 

Descartes t s Nodi tations, and Our Kno",] edge of the External Vorld--E'LDY 

,.;orl~s that are clearly 'dorks of epistemology I-Iould do--'w'e assume tha.t 

they are all concerned i-li th the same thing--}:nov,ledge. The fact tha t 

Plato. Descartes and Russell knew different things because they ,vere 

different people living at different times and in different places is 

irrelevant to a cri ti cal exami:CI,a tion of what they say in so far as it 

is considered epistemology. Tbe reason for this is that the problem 

of epistemology is to determine, not vhat is knol'm, in an encyclopedic 

sense, but what is knoHledge, or, hO'lv v!hatever can be knovm is kno",m. 

or. again, vrhat it is to knov! anything. Furthermore. the solution, 

if there is one the. t VB can recogflize, to tb.e basic problems of 

epistenlology will be a soluti on for all -time, past, present and future. 

It is only by maki;ng such an assumption that vIe can use the comments 

of, for example • .Aiustin, as a basis for the criticism of Plato's 

epistemolo&'J as vle do. OtheT1.d.se, ,'-Ie ,-[Quld have to assume that they 

were talking about ' different things, and comparison Hould be futile. 

Similarly. the theorist of the concept of truth does not assume that the 

cri teria of truth could be different for Plato and :J:'arski. or for an 

,Englisb..man and a Chinese, unless ,·ri th the pragmatists he confuses truth 

and confirma.tion. 

That this kind of assu~ption--tr£t is, the assTh~ption that the 

concept of knoviledge is not wlClear as its borders extend into the 

future--is perfectly sound in epistemology is shovm by the fact that 

although there is a history of ideas, ,·,hieh is essenti211y chronology., 



reco ..... mting and ::perlhaps giving a ger"etic aCC01J...l1t of the development of 

the content of hU1ll2!n knowledge, and there is a history of epistemology, 

which deals wi tll U.e development of man I s ideas and theories about the 

nature of kr101.rledg$, there is no history of knovrledge as such. The 

idea of a history (Df knol-lledge is an absurdity because there can be no 

history of somethi:ru.g tha t does not change. There is no history of ho\v 

people knovT, only of 1.;hat peOplE! knov1. .Nolvl on the other hand I there 

is first, a history of art (chronology, listingvrorks of art in 

temporal order). secondly, a history of aesthetics, and thirdly, a 

history of style, of how art has been produced. In fact, there is 

nothing connected ,d th art tha t is not part of its history, whicb means, 

that does not change. \~1ben we examine \"hat vTe must take into account 

in aesthetics, ,·r8 find that -bhe:r'e is no a priori nor any a posteriori 

reason for assuming a fixed, atem::por?l subject rnatter.. If we wish to 

ass~w!e that there must be such a subject matter if philosophers are to 

say anything importantly philosophical about art, then we are attempting 

to deduce \vhat the 'nature of art must be rather than trying to find 

out what art is, in fact, like. We are thin[.:ing, not looking t 

Vl]:1..at emerges from this contrast is trJ3 t the open texture of a 

concept is not a fUnction of the openness of the range of objects it is 
15 

used to deal ~Qth. The denotative range of the concept of knowledge 

is open-ended, but .the concept is closed; that is. we can not say in 

advance i'lhat will be the content of y,nowledge ten or one hundred years 

15 
This point is related to the fact that meaning and reference 

do not coincide exqept in constructed extensional languzges. 
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from nOIV, but we Celin say that 1'rE; will still be using the same rules for 

knoving "rhatever it is we know,that He no"r use, and ab.;ays have used. 

But ,.;e will not ne<r:8ssarily be using the same rules for dealing ,,&. th art 

in the future. including dealing "li th art by denoti:n.g ob jects as art. 

An open textured concept is one \-7hose rules change through time in 

such a 'Hay that the subject matter of the concept changes too, Hi th each 

influencinG the othler. 

\vhat is of fundamental importance, then, in the claim that the 

denotative logic 0$ the concept of art has an oper. texture, is that 

",hat art iq, has changed, and "Till continue to change in unpredictable 

ways. 'l'here is no-uhing "essentially p.esthetic tl that is immune to 

change. Our next problem is to determine just hoi'." this change COJ:iOS 

about. To this end, "Te will turn to "The Role of Theory in Aesthetics" 
16 

by Harris I'Jeitz. 

Others haive reco§,'TIized that the concept of art has an open 
textu:re vIi thout realising the importance of t1<..at feature. Paul Ziff, 
0I? cit •. 1 makes marJ.y points similar to those tr..at folloH in the last 
holO sections· of hi~ article. He sees the im:portance of revolutions in 
art for change in ~he concept of art (p. 618), that the change comes 
about by decision (p. 622). that the changing social implications of 
!='0mo+h ; .,,~c: hoi '''';S' "'C'''' ",i ~ ",.,...."n ~ ,.rr,.,...1r f'\ f' ~ ,,+, ~,.,...o p'" ; mY',..,.,...·!:;::".,i: f'p ~t.0"'" ;." 

such decisions (p. 624), and tbat IU an aesthetician is not and certain-
ly ought not to be 'expected to be a seer foreseeing' the future of art" 
(p. 629). HOI'lever, although Ziff ties himself to a theory of defini tion' 
'Iolhich is some\."hat looser than that of the aesthetic theorists" in that 
it allo\·.'s either delfini tion by necessarJ and sufficient conditions or 
"one in terms of various su-b-sets of a set of characteristics, or, in 
less exotic language, in terms of similarities to ",}1..nt I r..ave called a 
characteristic case" (p. 615), he is still committed to the definition 
of an object, and not the elucidation of a concept. Also, he is not 
clear a'bout hO't! aesithetic denota tiv'e decisions are :c:t8.de. For these 
reasons, he is unable to explicate the use of "art ll 'vlhereb~.r 1,'78 refer 
to paintings and norvels and poems etc. (cf. p. 618, ",here Ziff 
elucidates such a Ulse as a disjmlCtion, not a conju..Ylction), and he 
is unable, in the eind, to see hm-, the phi.losopher of art can take an 

...,---' 



17 
The idea o,f a concept in IllJ.lhe Role of Theory in Aesthetics", 

being limited to linguistic activity, is some,\'ihat different from the 

one presented in this thesis, but it is not so different from our 

conception of a concept that the? article may not contain fi valuable 

suggestion for us." "lei tz I .idea of 'Hhat it for a concept to have an 

open texture is closely similar to ours. He says: 

But' the basic. resemblance lbetvreen these concepts L,the 80ncept 
of art and the concept of games, ~ 1£1 IvittgensteinJ is their 
open texture.. In elucidating there, certain (parac1igm) cases 
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can be given, about "Thich there can be no question as to their 
being correctly described as lIart'! 02' Hgamen, but no exhaustive 
set of cases can be gi yen. I can list some. cases but I cannot 
list all of them, for the all-important reason that unforeseeable 
or novel conditions are ahfays forthcoming or envisageable. (p. 
151) • 

HArt", itself', is an open concept. Ne'.', conditions (c2.ses) have 

17 
JAAG, X~, No. 1, 1956, 27-35. Reprinted in Problems in 

Aesthetics, H. lJeitz, ed., Had-lillan (New York. 1959). 145-156. 
Subsequent references are to thB latter. It should be pointed out 
that this article ~s one of our main links ,nth aesthetic literature, 
and that this thestLs can be read as an attempt to clarify, correct. 
and extend the l'lei tz posi tio!!., although vle go substantially beyond 
Wei tz on practical~y every issu". 

over-aLL view of ~~(je (;UHee..tJ~ UJ. Ci..l ..... C:i.UI..l. ',C1.l.!>. 0J.:::ai}.,y o.'vu· ... ,~ .::,hb.llse 
in' the concept of art. 

vl. B. Gallie, aD. cit., is also unable to give an over-all 
vie" of the concept of art. thol.le;h for different reasons. Since he 
seems to mean by "conceptI! vThat other writers mean by l!defini tionlf, 
his elucidation of the so-called "concept" of art is for all time. 
One might ask Gallle vThy there are only the five contesting aspects 
of art that he dispovers (viz" an object, a spectator-critic, an 
individual artist. the tradition. and achieved communication; cf. 
p. 112); the anSvlell:' is that through an historical accident, those 
five characteristics happen to have been the important ones for the 
last few hu..Tldred years; they ar" no more necessary to art than 
any other characteristic. 
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constantly a~isen and ';rill l.mdou"otedly constantly arise; ne ... , art 
forms, ne'w movements wiI1 emerge ..• (p. 152). 

\<That I am arg]U.ing, then, is that the very expansive, adventurous 
character of art, j.ts ever.·present changes and novel 'creations, 
makes it logically impossible to E:nsure any set of defining 
properties. ~;e can, of course, choose to close the concept. 
But to do this with flart!! or "tragedy" or "portrait1)_Te" etc •• 
is ludicrous 'since it fo:!.'eclosed on the very concli tions of 
crea ti vi. ty in the arts. (p. 152). 

There are no neces.sary and sufficient conditions L for correctly 
uttering "X is a work of artll .as a descriptive utteranceJ" 
but there arel the strands of similarity conditions, i.e. bu.."ldles 
of propertiesl, none of '\·;hioh need be present but most of "'Thich are, 
\-!hen ,.,e describe things as \-rorks of art. I shall call these the 
"cri teria ofrecogni tionl1 of works of art • • • None of the 
cri teria of r;ecog.ni tion is a defining one , either necessary or 
sufficient, b!ecause we can sometimes assert of something that it 
is a work of art and go on to d.eny anyone of these condi tiona, 
even the one \<lhich has traditionally been taken to be basic, 
namely, that of being an artifact: ·Consider. "This piece of 
drift,,70od is a lovely peic l2 of scu.lpture". Thus. to say of 
anything that it is a ,-rork of art is to commit oneself to the 
presence of SIOr.1e of these conditions. (pp. 153-154). 

\Vei tz' comments would :seem to b~ in need cf some clarification. 

First, it might be asked ho", an 11Ul1.foreseeable Tl condition could be 

"envisageab1el: • \Vihat is envisageable is not a novel condition in 
I 

, ... hich the concept bf art could correctly be employed. but that there 

should be such a nov el condition. This assei·tion is based, as we 

noted above. on as sound an inductive generalization as we can make; 

there have alviays been more or less radical departures from traditional 

art forms. Secondly, I-lei tz.' claim tr.cat the closing of an open aesthetic 

concept "forecloses on the very conditions of creativity in the arts" 

is a little obscure. Closing the concept or the open sub-concepts of 

art would not, pace vleitz. stop artistic creativity. For that to 

happen, artists ,wuld have to begin to listen to aestheticians, and 

for good reasons artists are notorio'J.s for not listening to anyone. 
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'ltlhat a closure Houle. foreclosE? u.pon would be the possibility of giving 

a coniprehensive philosophical description of creati vi ty in the arts. 

Given these clarificEltj.ons: it ,-lould seem that 'ltleitz' conception of a 

concept having an open texture is very close to our ovm. 

On the matter of change, '\-Teitz says: 

A. concept ,is open if its conditions of application are emendClble 
anc1 corrigible; i~e .. if a situation or case can be imagined or 
secured ",lhibh "lOuld call for some ,sort of decisio11. LVlei tz' 
emphasisJ on our part to extend the use of the concept to (;over 
this, or to' close the concept and invent a ne\', one to deal vri th 
the new cas~ and its nev' property. If neCeSsarY' and sufficient 
conditions for the application oflSa concept can be stated, the 
concept is a closed one. (p. 151). , 

No "IsX a novel, painting, opera, \'TOTk of art, etc.?1t Question 
al10"'8 of a definitive r.nSi·ler in the sense of a factual yes or 
no Teport. "Is this collage a painting o:r not?" does root rest 011 

any set of :necessary and sufficient properties of painting but on 
,·:hether He decide--r.s ,'."e did l--to extend "painting" to cover 
t hi s cr. s e • ( p • 152) . 

• • • nei'! art forms, ne,,1 movements'i·rill emerge, "'Thich ,·rill 
demand deci.sions on the part of those interested,. usually 
prof,essional' cd tics ,: as t6 vrhether· the concept' should ':be.'"extended· 
or not. Aestheticians may lay dOl'ffi similarity conditions but 
never necessa:r·y and sufficient ones for the correct application 

18 
vIe omit here the follo'\r.i.ng statement, ,'lith "lhich we 

disag-.L'ee: 

But this ["the closure of a conceptJ can hr.ppen only in logic or 
mathematics .. There concepts are constructed and completely defined. 
It ca:rmot occur "lith enpirical1y-descriptiv8 and normative con~ 
cepts unless we arbitrarily close them by stipulatil1..g the ranges 
of their u~e. (p. 151). 

The concept of ,a Picasso painting is a closed concept, the necessary 
and sufficient conditions that strQcture our use of the paintings being 
that the object in question be a painting, ana that Picasso painted it. 
Similarly, the::re are many other sets and classes in the vlOrld. This 
disagreement do~s not affect the crucial distinction behleen extending 
a. concept by inspection ',Ii th a definition in mind and extending a 
concept by a de1ision. 
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of the concept. With llartH i ts conditions of application can 
never b~ exhaustively enumerat6d since nevi cases Cem ali-rays be 
envisaged or created by artists, or even nature, l'lhiQh 'would call 
for a decis:ilon on soneone's part to extend or to close the old or 
to invent a ne,·r concept. (Eg., lilt 1 S not a sculpture, it's a 
nobile.!!) (~. 152). 

The e~tension of the denotation of the concept of art, then, is 

claimed to occur by means of a decision, not an inspection. 

"lei tz illustrates ho",' he conceives such decisions to take' 

place by consideJ1'ine; hO"\'1 the concept of the novel, a s1.lb-concppt of 

art, is extended. vlhen a question like v!hether Dos Passos' U. s. A. 

or V. I·,roolf's To The Lif-('hthonse or ~Toyce's Finnegan's Hake (vleitz' 

examples) is a novel arises, 

... .,hat is at stake is no factual analysis concerning necessary and 
sufficient ]lroperties but a decisi on as to ,.,hether the '\<Tork under 
examination is similar in certain respects to other "'lOrks, already 
called "novels", and consequently v!arrants the extensi.on of the 
concept to cover the ne1l! case. (p. 151), 

He visualizes the decision process in terms of the adding up of 

similari ties between the ne'lr "lark and accepted examples (vii th their 

paradigmatic prowerties): 

It Lthe neilr caseJ is like recognized novels, A, :8, C ••• , 
in some res}pects but not like them in others. But then neither 
,.,..ere Band 0: like A in some respects Ivhen it i<JaS decided to 
~xtend the aoncept ~pplied to A to Band C. Because "rlork N 1 
l" the b~ca::'"ld rile,,; viOl'k) is _Like Ai lj, L; ••• 1'1 In certaln respects-
r...as strands of similarity to them--the concept is extended and 
a Del" phase of the novel engendered. (pp. 151-152). 

There arEB several shortcomings in \'Tei tz' account of how the 

concept of art c'!i;.anges. First. he is vague about 1>lho the livre" who 

makes the decision is; does each individual make up his Ovm mind that 

Finnegan's Hake is a novel, or is there some kind of group responsibility 

for the decision? In either case, hOi" does the decision come to be 

embedded in "\'iOrd and. concept usage? Secondly, \'lei tz does not ma}:e 
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it clear '."hen such a decision vou.ld be called for. It is not the case 

tha t the a.ppearanlce of every neVI ''lOrk of Clrt demands the, t a decision 

be made; JUClu.elin:e Susanne's Vti'ley of the Dc.1 ls and Arthur Hailey's 

Airnort '\>-Jere, as a matter of fact. novels, and 5"Oso facto 'Horks of art, 

from the moment of pub licD.tion, if not from the mom,ent of their original 

conception. Just "That is it that makes ,,,hat. Heitz calls "a new case" 

problematic? A third. problei:l :i.s that in giving an accomlt of a re~· 

volution, in ClTt Olr. in artistic taste, it is often not so much a problem 

of describing a decision to tr'l~at, a ne,\>7 \"ork as art as onG to include 

a ne"7 style or genre or art form--that is, a ,,,hole group of Harks-

under the concept. It is not cleaT that the l'1ei tz format would be 

adequate for the description of such a decision. Fou:-cthly, we may 

Honder if since the kinds of concepts the concept of art is over 

against-~craft, ptropaganda, entertainl'Tlent, etc. --are non-aesthetic 

concepts, while those like nOVi:> 1 , tragedy, etc. are over against other 

aesthetic concept s, there may be some special problems with a decision 

to extend tbe concept of art not shared by a decision to extend one of 

its sub-concepts. A fifth and final question is, what sort of reasons 

"lOuld "warrant" OIr justify the extension or Tefusal' to extend a concept? 

These problems all centre 01\ \{,~i tz I use of the concept of decision. If 

the concept of decision is applicable in an account of change in the 

concep~ of art, then ,,,e should be able to spell out just hO'lv aesthetic 

denotati ve decisions take place. To do this, ,\>ie examine the logic of 

the concept of decision i~ the next chapter. 

SUIIUnar;L A re-examination of the clair2s of the aesthetic 



theorist led to the conclusion that the future development of the 

concept of art is unpredictable, and thus the attempt at definition 

for all time IT..ust fail. \ITe expressed this conclusion by saying that 

the concept of al't has a open textu.re. 1de considered certain other 

concepts to show that the concept of art is not unique in its 

denotative open texture. -He then picked up a suggestion of Weitz. 

too t the differe:dlce betw-een an open and a closed concept is based on 

the difference beti'leen extending them by inspection arid extending them 

by decisj_on. Some inadequacies of I'lei tz I position pointed to the need 

to clarify furth,J;r the concept of decision. 

---'-- - -- --- -------- - -- --



CHAP.J1ER V 

Central to the concept of decision is the idea tr..at some 

things do not have to happen as they do, and that some kind of hu,'nan 

agency can be a causal force in determining the act1..1al outcome of 

sOEe sitU::'ltions. rr'he presence of alternatives for the future among 

,·,hich it is in our pO"ler to choose is a logically ninimal condition 

of our calling a si iuation one in ,v-hich a decision takes place. Thus 

the concept of delcision is incompatible vri th the concept of complete 

determinism in "Tbicl) to speak metaphorically, the al te:i::"'nati.yes choose 

themselves, or, in which there are no alternatives. :But even though 

the concept of delcision opens up the future, it o,oes not open the 

flood-gates of metaphysical anarchy in ..... Thich "anything is possible". 

The range. of .fpctl1.9.l possibilities in a si tua Hon is narro' .. rer than 

logical possibility i'lOuld all01IT--anything can r.tappen as long as its 

description does not involve a contradictioll--but ",rider than the '. 
, 

absolutely narrOi,r range of complete deterninisD--there is one, and 

n'l"llv n'l"lP. 'l"IORRihlp f'lJ'bJrp nf' t.hp. wnl"'lrL - . 
19 

Factua.l pbssibili ty is ,8, concept tr2~t is hea'\rily dependent 

19 
Aristotle aSSUUles thi~notion at tines in the

b
N'ichom2,cb.ean 

Ethics (cf. Bk. III, ch. 2, llll 20-35, ch. 3, 1112a19- 12 and 1112526-
27, Bk. VI, ch. 1, 1139a~-l4., ch. '5t 11[1-0

8
32-33) and in Neta"Ohv§.ics 

(ef. Bk. IX, ch. 2, 1046 4-6, ch. 3t 10~f"2L~-JO, 1048a7-11, 15-24). 
but recently there has not been :much interest in this, conc8pt, even 
though the notion of factual possibility "'TOuld seem to be a very 
important philosophical notion .. 
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on context (cf. the concept of' logical possibility, "lhich is not 

dependent on context at all: ·but on semantics), Consider the 

alternatives, foI' example, of \·ralking .to the store, driVlng to the 

store in a car, and deIG2.terializi.ng here and in a fevr seconds 
20 

rematerializing at the store. At the present, given certain 

background requirer.:ents such as t~"t "Te have a heal thy body capable 

of _sllrv"iving the 1·lD.lk, ths.t vle l1c:ve adeq"L1at'9 roads, that ue r..ave an 

automobile in running order that \·re can drive--in general, that the 

situation is an drdinary one--the choice bet"Teen the first hro 

alternatives is a genuine one, afld a decision could be made. On the 

other r.and, the third al terna ti ve is. j1.1.st not genuinely open--not, 

in fact, possible--because 'tIe do not have the techn.ology to bring 

ls 
about such an event as material transfer·, This ~ the constriction 

that the context, or the "deterministic backgro.und" places on us; if 

the context vIere diff~rent $ if, for example, our legs vlere crippled, 

4) 

on the one hand, lor we had invented a machine for material transf e r, 

on the other, theln the range of factual possibilities '.muld change. 

But given the corttext we have partially outlined, the future depends' 

on our decision, "Thich in turn depends on what is fach1ally possible. 

Thus the determini stic background c1Gte~'tnines that certain al terru1. ti ves 

are open, and others closed, and ",hat "Till be the consequences of 

varioLls :possible decisions, and Hhat 1'1i11 be the result if no decision 

20 
vIe should perhaps q'lJ.alify the last putative 0.1 tE"~rnati ve 

1-lith the rider tJ1..at it is assUl:.1ed tr..at material tro.n$fer entails 
personal tl~nsfen. 



or the dec ision to do nothins i s taken . But it doos no v deten~ine 

1!l~~ ch aH c,cnati v8 is chos .::m . 'l'l;n t is u p to us . 

Soneti cos personal decisions are node t}mt do not involve 

t :ccatinE al l t11 2 factua l p08::l ibil i t,ie3 lat ent in the [;i 'ler-si t.ua tion 

as 2.1 t Orl1i>. ti V'OS f or the decis ion . Con,sid01' t(l<-; foll o'\·r:LnC kinc~ of 

C2se : tl 1.'lhy did you decide not to [;0 to V",nco·o:'f81.' Hhen it ,.; ulcl not 

hnve cost yOl:t as r.uch as it CO[;t y'on t o go t o :·:ontrea 17" ti l didn ' t 

c! 8cid0 not to go to Vancouver ; I never eVen t.Lought of it ; it never 

ent ered my nind to go i·rest , 'I 1;Jhat this case t.ncl other3 like it revea l 

ab out our us e of the conc ep t of decision is th~ t '\ole do not thinL t hQ t 

S0J11eOne can n:aK.e 2. persona l c1 ec i sio ::~ f or or E_gains-c em a lternati -"2 

unless he has c.::;nsic1ere d it t o b e an a1 terne, t i ve . 1m e:mninaU.on of 

the concq)t of ,.,rdgliil1G al t e rm'. ti ves \oTould r ev(:21 tha t there are a 

grea t T:'iany di ffel'e::l~; Hays of doing this ,on e of the l ess fr equent of 

",hich is "l1'lccsr.alling the C11'GVJHmts ". But \ 'r8 do not '\'Iant t o Ge t into 

t r.at here . The inpo:rtant point is t h2t in oHle:r to decide to do 

sone-cl1)1G ' \\'e not only have to bave it as an alterY'.D tive , F e have to s ee 

it as er:. alter-native: . This ID8ans that t he d ecision to act i n a 

c e:ctain Wl y is not an i mplicit rej ectio:'l of al1 ot-ner either logi cal 

or ' factual possibilities , but only of othe r entert ained possibilitie s . 

I t also ]'leanS that ",hen no alt erna t ives are cons id e:!.'ed , even 

t houGh W2 rray have an gctign, ,ye do not have a cl ecisiol1 , C' his latt ol' 

ca se , hOi-TOVe r , is not a "forced decision", i, e. a case in I'Thieh t here 

are no aJt ern2. tivGs Jco b e consid o:£'e d , 2n(: no decision is l~oss.i. bJ.e . It 

i t is jus t obvious hOi! one should act. In Ot117'1' I'!o l'cl s , i n sue;(! ca ses 



one acts habitl).an,y.~ Actions thus aTe based on the habits which form 

our acti -v"i ty in ir'elevantly similar ci rcur'llstal1ces as ·",ell ~s ph. 

decisi ons. In the carrying out of an habt "1.;ual action, just becuase 

it is done automatically, vle do not stol) to decide '<That to do. IVe 
21 

just do \·T0.nt we usually do, i·,hat is the obviuus t0ing to do. This 

tie-in among the concepts of decision and habit in ·connection \·ri th 

action can be seen in the fact that all are lil'..ked to the concepts of 

responsibili ty abel "\-Till. And, follo\·ring this line a 1i ttle further, 

since both clecis~on si tua tions and st tuatj.ons i'le describe as the 

attempt to increElse lIDderstanding (cf. above, p. 16) are instances of 

cases in '<Thich the adequacy of a description in terms of habitual 

acti vity alone btreaks dOvl11: vre should not be surprised' if on occasion 

there turns out to be a close relationship bet,·;een the 'bw types of 

si tUB. tion. 

The nrime facie difference behreen perso;t'1..al ane. €;"'roup decisions 

is that vrhile tbJe former involve only one person, the latter involve 

I 

more than one peirson. But the relationship beti'reen the two suo-

concepts is not a simple one. A prelirninar-y difference is this. In 

terms of what is! needed for making a personal decision, I do not need 

any oebavioul'al u:nanifestation to be able to tell both to .. at a decision 

has been made, aJnd vibat decision b3 s been made. Horeover, I Can fail 

to give any 'behavioural manifestation of having rnade it) either 

intentionally OIl accidentally mald-ne- it appear that I have decided 

21 
I','hat aJbout the babi t some people have of stopping to decide? 

They do not decide to stop and decic1e, they ju,'st do it. 

---_ .......... - ......... -_ .. - -- 1tlIIMn'···'-
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differently froffil the Hay I 0..3V8 in fact decided, or tbat I bave not 

decidecl at all. . Of course, there can 'be a berA.vioural manifestation 

of the making of· a persoJ:1...8.1 dE!cision--eg. a snap of the fingers, a 

nod of the head~ the ,.;crds, III have decided to • • 11, et c • ~-and i;7e 

frequently have good reason for believin..g tbat there is no dissembling. 

Eventually, I ,·Jill have to act in the ,'rorld in some vlay to carry Oll.t 

the decision. }31J).t I could make a decision, then change my mind or die 

and nq one else could ever know tba t it had been made.' Thus in the 

personal decisio~ case, observable behavioural manifestation is not 

a necessaI'Y part, of the making of a decisicn. 

In the case of a grou:p decision, the question of the need for 

behavioural IIlani:fi'estation has a different anSi.,er. Even if, as before, 

,.,e are concerned to say, not bml we can tell that a decision bas been 

made, but ,-rhat is involved in the making of a decis:i,on, it seems cleCl.r 

that since there is more than one person involved in the making of a 

group decision, ~here must be agreement behleen the persons involved 

that such and such are the alterYl..atives, and that X nlternative be 

chosen. 
I ' 

That agreerc:.ent can not be attained "rithout ",hat might be 

called a head-nodding cOJIl.l11'unication, and, ,.,.1 th apologies to para-

psychology, it seems tr.at COD1ln1)11ication is not possible ~7ithout some 

kind of behavioux>al manifestation. It vToulc1 seem, then. that personal 

decisions that a~e not acted upon can have no influence upon the direction 

of a group decisi:on. Hhat is important is I'That ,,'re do, not just what 

l·r8 think. 

In highJ.,y constituted (usually political) group decision 

sit'l.J.ations, it is quite clear ,\.,hat constitutes the agreement that 
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underlies a decision--c cle3r ITl8.jority, or a hTo~thirds r;;ajo:ci ty, or 

a unanimous vote, or vrhctever. A veto is an absolutely forceful 

disag:eeement. .Also, in such 8i tuati.ons procedure for the airing of 

alternatives is more or less institutionalized as debate. In less 

constituted CToulD decision 8i tuatio1J.s, hOvT8ver, the proced1..1...C'Gs for 

airins issues ar~ less formally orGanized. although on occasion bettt~r 

understood: and ,,~hat c0118ti tu-tes agreer;1ent is not so clear. Sometimes 
I 

agroen'.E";nt is established solely by concerted action. In the C8.se of 
22 

the decision of a neighbourhood to riot, for example: the airing of 

the al ternati vesmay take place in many ,-rays, from street-corner 

oratorj---"Vle must take decisive action 1101,,11 means thati t is possible 

for us to break dur habi iual patterns, and there is gobd reason to 

do i t--to nm-lspaper reporting ~tnd editorializing to private conver-

sations and ar~ents. The agreement may be simplY,the picking up of 

stones and the refusal to disperse of several perBons, or even the 

failure on the p~rt of some to stop others from picking up stones. In 

cases like these,i it is virtually impossible to distingv,ish bebreen 

the making of the decision and its execution. 

A crucia~ly important point t'b.at emerges hel~e is that the 

behavioural maniiiestatiolls that must be described in the complete 

descl~iption of a igI'OUp decision-making process do not have to be 

22 
It mus"ti be remember·9d that "That is being stloessed in calling 

such a situ.ation Ie. decision situation is that it did not have to happen 
the way it did, tiha..tC' there 'Here alter..nati ves to rioting~ and that it 
"ras in the pm-rer ~of the neighboD-l'hood, as a group, to deteI'liline the 
future. 
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:n::anifestatioyl.S of J2erBonal ded-sions. That is not to say tr.lB.t the 

description of p~rsonal decisions Eay not be very important in some 

I 
cases; but I may agree ,vi th you vri thout deciding to agree iori th you. ... 

Consicler the follol'ring examplG 0 There is a vote in a legislati-'"re as-

sembly ,,,hich d8f~ats a goverlJ..l-::1Emt bill; the crucial !!NeW Il vTas that of 

a Government l-iem1Per Hho decidElc1 to break pal~ty ranks and. to vote vTi th 

the Opposition. • Here is a po1i tical decisio:'l not to Pl1t certain 

legislation into law. Now~ a description of the bare decision could 

consist in a sta~ement of the mot:i.on~ a description of "That constitutes 

agreement in sucl~ a situation (the rules laid d.Oi·m. in the constitution 

for the passage (!)f bills) ~ plus a record of the vote count. That is how 

the decision vres marle, but that is not a complete description; to 

gi. ve one 1 more of the backgro't:L11d vlould' D..ave to be filled in, including 

the fact that a It1ember clecided to break ranks. Eut! and this is the 

crucial point, it does not follow that there would be a description of 

a decision on th~ part of every other Hember. Everyone else may have 

ha-bi tually voted i the party line ~ even if each of them knovls that in 

the long TIm, he has the power to cast his 'Vote as he likes. If he 

does not take this power seriously as an alternative in the situation, 

then thel"e has not been a decision on his part, even though he bas 

acted. In a routi..'Yle House vote, from the time the legislation is 

thought of to the time that it. is implemented, there need be no 

personal decisioXfts at all. .As. a matter of fact, there usually are 

so many complexities in the kind of situation vTe are discussing that 

there are many tactical decisions tllat are made; but they do not have 

to be made for there to be a decision. 



"!hat "Ie aire arguinG aG\~inst here is ,,:r..at might be called a 

"COElposi tional II theory of group decision-making processes. The aSS1Jmp-

tion behind such an approach i,g that a. complex group decisi on situation, 

such as a riot f am economic demand, or an election, is completely 

described and explained by a composition of the descriptions aD.d 

explanations of atomistic units of personal decisions (cJ:". the use by 

economists of the concept of a utile, a unit of demand~. Thus, taking 

a riot to be a brea."k-do"\vtl of lov; and order, the riot is taken to be 

completely described vlhen all of the individual decisions to brenk the 

1a'\-; have been exp]lained. A riot is thus treated as an irrational 

outbUrst of anarcby, with no over~all explanation. :But "That this 

approach fails to be able to accou."1.t for is the ,concatenation at a 

particular time ahd in a particular place of a large nu..rnbel' of 

breakages of the la\-l. Given the compositional approach, "riot" 

becomes merely a grouping ,·!Ord for a bunch of personal decisions. :But 

we use tlriotTl as i=t word for a sociological event, an entity. In order 

to fill in the deterministic backgrou_uc.:l of such an event, ,'le have to 

be able to refer to sociological causation, in trd.s Case to such things 

as slum housing, 'PTIemployraent, lack of social mobility, poverty, 

frustration on a n18.SS level, police activities and attitudes and 

social responses to thew, etc. These forces, ',hile they do not make 

a riot inevitable, make one possible. :By the same token, the unem-

ployment of a certain number of people can be explained by examining 

the individuals i1b. Question, but chronic and videspread lJ..."'1employment 

all101"..g a specifiabie social group, such as Bla cks or Indians, needs a 

socio~economic e::qD1anation; and vre can correctly treat such a situation 
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i 

as being the reS1.:ult of R group decision on the part of the rest of 

society to d~scri~ninate against the :rr:inori ty group if '1e "rant to 

emphasize our bel~ef tJ:->..at tberi;? does not h::we to be such u"'1employmenti 

even if the discr~minntion is ha1)i tual. Thus the relationship 

behTeen the concejpts of perscn;.'tl decision and group decision is one 

of analog-Js and npt of composition. 

Sumrnar;v:. : 1:1e use the concept of decision .vThen I'Te "Jish to point 

out or stress that, hlWlan agency "JaS a force in the eventual outcome 

of a si tu:1. t i' on, that there vl8.S freedom of choice against a backg-.roUIld 

of determined facic-t;;.al possibilities. No.t all action, ho"rever, is 

based on decision~; some action is habitual. A difference between 

personal and group decisions is that the :making of the forBer can 

be privatei ,.,hile the making of the latter is ali-lays public. Group 

decisions are not' always best understood as a cor~position of individ"L1al 

personal decisionJ:;. 



CRAPrER VI 

At this ppint "le should pal;s€: nnel_ revie,', ·\~hat has been 

established so far in this thesis. Cneof am' purposes 'bas been to 

cast doubt on the: possibility of attainiJ:?G a theoyy--in the requisite 

classica1 sense--cbf art. The speoific \'reakness of a d~fini tional 

approach, as i,e pd:>inted OlIt, is its apparent inab'ili ty to deal vith 

the fact of artistic cr.ange and, revolution. Our other pUTpose has 

been. to lay the gl'OUnChlOrk for a pbilosophically viable al terna ti ve 
i 

aCCO'l.m.t of art. To thi send ",rei have tried to construci; a cOnCel)tual 

framSvlOrk that in6orporates different metl:odological commi tmonts from 
, 

those tr..a t ioTol.:ud lead us to try- to give a definition of. art. The main 

elements of the fJl'nmework are embodied in the concept'ualism outlined 
I 

in Chapter II., U~ 'trere then able to rephrase; the traditional question, 

""'mat is Art7 H to read, II\1b3t is the logic of the denotative part of 

the concept of art 71t Interpreting the facts in terms of the frame,'lOrk, 

"'le cOl.)~d say that 'the concept of art has an open texture, by ",hich ,'re 

mean -~Oai ih'3 a,enoc;ac;lve ru.LCS 01 -ene concept 01" art; chcmee 'lL"1predictably 

tD.rough tine, and :that nothing guarantees the persistence for all tine 

of anyone of the IYt.lles'. He .. rere then left ',rLih the problem of 

specifiing more cl:early hO'd change in trlB concept of art comes about; 

so ... r8 pic~ed up a ,suGgestion by Norris Uei tz that if the concept of 

decision is made part of our conceptual schene: then .. re could carry 

. out thE.t project. Before? luvJ1ching into a discussion of aesthetically 
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denotati va decisipns, hOi-lever, ';0 tried to clarify the concept of 

decision in teI'ID.s: of our previous cemr;':i tments. l'1e are no", in a 

position to trJ tp see just h0111 the. concept of decision relates to the 

denotation of artl. iI. ''lOrd of 1,varning: because of the open textm'e of 

the concept of arll;, much of iVr.at '1-18 say in the rest .of this chapter, 

especially ,-r'hen 'Y~ try to spell out the logic of the concept of art 
23 

in terns of concrete si tuatiOnf:l, Dust be ethnocentl'ic in character. 

J1-Il implicit distinction behveen logical co:mITlents that ,;i.e,-, the concept 
I 

" .... Ii th the eyes of God fl and descriptive cer.ements on the use of the 

concept at a parH-cular (usually present) time must be kept in mind. 

As we are I concerned 'vi th change in the concept of art, \·18 are 

in an important sknse concerned "lith ne''l.vlO ... ks of art. There a:C'e 

several v1ays a vTo!'k of art can be a ne,\>T one. . In one extreme, there are 
I 

those ,,,orks of art that are new to me. If, for example, I come across 

a Van Gogh painti~g tr.at I have never seen before, then it is new to 

me, even though it rr:ay be seventy or eighty years old. At the ot.her 

extreme, there are those ivorks of art that are ne'07 to all of us; if 

norman Hailer i'Ter~ to write another novel~ it .... rould be such a case. 

'vii thin these hlO ex-t:r'cmes, there are those cases that are nei07 to some , 

of us, but not ne~l to others; :b~skimo art ,vas nOv1 to most Canadians 

23 
He take;this "lord fron T. Brtmius, liThe Uses of Vlorks of Art!!, 

Aesthetic IYlQ.1.ri.rv~ Beardsley and 8ch8u11er, eds., llickenson PU.blishing 
Co., (Belmont, Ca~ifornia: 1967'), pp. 12-15. Also, our t:r'oatnent of ex
pectations conforrhs in large mE:asure to Brunius! It should be noted 
that '\{G O1·re D.uch to this article, vlhich, in conj1Jl1ction vn th the Ziff 
and \'leitz article~ already referred to, Has very influential in the 
initial thi~~ing-o/hroL~h of· this thesis. 
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fifteen years ag<b, but it certainly I'las not neil to the EskimoGs. A 

similar caseis tiat of African ffins}:s. Ii. different but related use of 

"new ll in connection with art ",arks is exemplified in the follow"ing 

kind of statement: "I used to think I lmderstood King IJ,Q?J'., but ",fter 
I 

reading Dover v!i:j.son, it's a \\rhole ne .... r play." It is not clear~ 

hO\vever, that a1'4 of the above uses is identical "ri th 'I-lei tz I use 

vThEm he talks about "a nm·! cas.e "lith its nevi property." Such a nm.; 

case calls for a idecision9 but as ,·re pointed out above (p. g·O), Heitz 

does not make it clear '-Tbat it is E1bou.t such a nei-! case tr.at makes it 

problematic. If 1'-'8 can see hO"\'l 'Ive deal 'Hith othe:c kinds of nev' cases ~ 

and see '\'That bap~ens to an l.t.''1::,JI'oblematic casej then lIe i'!ill better be 

able to 8ee 'hOi'l ~ome cases are different. 

I'!hat hapliens, then, v!hen I come across an old Hork of art 

that is ne,-! to mf? Ivel1, several things can happen~ In the first 

place, I may just not bother vii th it. Or~ I may _pe.y more attention 

to it. \-!hat hap~ens next depends on several factors. It may be that 

the neyl ylOrk Qau~es me no pro bIens. ""hat this lmpacks to mean is 

that as I spend some time contemplating the \v0'rk--ice., tx'eating it 

as a 1.;ork of art-in various appropriate verbal and non~yerbal "lZ:YS; ili 
I 

Chapter III abovE1--1 find that I can heighten and intensify my ex-

perience of the o~ject such th~t the interests I rBbitu411y expect to 
, . 

have satisfied b~ such a kind of vrork of art are satisfied. i-lben I come 
I 

across a represenrtational painting, for example, I expect verisimilitude 

to be maintained !such that pictures of horses look like horses and 
I 

pictu.res of trees: look like tr l9Gs. I also expect the painting to be 

balD.:'lce4) and 88D.l'ch for the tech:nig,ues by "Thich the painter P.as 



established the bflance--by framing, or balancine; colo1.IT tones one 

against the other; or symbols one against the otl1~r:, etc. Thus by 
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understanding the; picture in these and many other Ivays, I can COtl8 to 

appreciate it better, more f'ulJ.y, to the satisfaction of more and 

mO:;:'e interests. It is to be noted, hOi'lever~ t'b.at bath the level and 

kind of expectations that I r...aye vhen I cotle across a vTork of art that 
,I , 

I can readily deal \vi th on the oasis of, estal)lished;, habitual patterns 

of activity vary" from one type of a:L't to another. Thus 801 thC?ugh I 

expect verisimilitude in a repr'8sentational painting, and am pleased 

i 

to find upon further study that my original 'classification of the 

painting is borne! out ~ I do no'c expect veri siIri li tude frOD moc"tern art. 

In other "lords, I I interact appropriately with the work in question in 

terms of "lhat is ~ppropTiate to the work and in te:cms of vlhat is 
I 
I 

appropriate for the satisfaction of my aam~ttidly etl1..nocentric interest 
i 

in increasing the !intensity and enjoyment of the experience. Not 

everyone has such Ian intellectually hedonistic interest in art as I 

do; others ' .... ant pdli tical or pbysically bedonistic or religious or other 

kinds of satisfaction; among none of these is there a specifically and 
24 

essentic,lly aesth~tic satisfaction or experience. 

On the other hE'.nd, the satisfactions of such interests may not 

come so easily, e~pecially if I am not familiar v.ri th the kind of art 

.. lith vhich I. am f~ced. I can not do the obvious--,·:hat I habitually do-= 

24 
By Hay qf contrast,.Q.L.. J. O. UrL1son, lIiJ'b..at Hakes a Situation 

Aesthetic?r1 in Philloso-phy 1001~?., at the Arts, J. 11a.rgolis, ed., Scrib
ners (HOVT York: 1962), pp. 13-26. 
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because that leans to dissatisfaction. For example, the search for 

repre~entational elements in modern painting can frustrate an apprecia-
I 

tive experience of it; Pope's didactic poetry in heroic couplets is 

not satisfying to: someone interested in love lyrics. Thus we have a 

problem: 01).1' established l-:ays of cleaUng ,nth art are inadequate for 

dealing with the ,vbrk, and similar ,-rorks, "d.th "Thich 'V18 are faced. There 

is a gap in our critical apprehension of the object brought about 

jointly by the failure of the object to fit into traditbnal patterns of 

treatment and ouri inability to see just how to go about cp.anging those 

traditional patterns to accomodate ,the l-lork., vIe are faced ",ith an 

understanding gaPI' :Sut 1V'e do know tng.t others have found that this 

"lark, and ones like it, can be used to tho satisfaction of certain 
, 

aesthetic interes1ts. Othervlise they vlOl.lld not h9.ve bothered to 

contim.'te to treat. the object as a "lOrk of art, by anthologizing it or 

collecting it or displaving or vlhatever. 
I ~ '-

What 'VTe bt'1ve to find out is "That Idnd of special interests 

this kind of i'lork: satisfies.· :So we go to the critics: to see "That they 

say. \'[e find out hOvT they classify it, how they describe its technique, 

ho'l, they relate it to conter;lpo:rary and historical developments, to the 

intentions of the! artist, to the sociological, political and economic 

si t"t.1.ation--practibally any information tl:1..a t is even remotely related to 

the work in ,questlion may help us to re-condition ourselves to have the 

appropriate expec~ations: though it is usually impossible to say in 

advance what ,dlli "do the trick" for us for this and similar vrorks. 

Sometimes the ins~ght comes as a resrut of the accl..lm'l11ation of a great 
i 

deal of '101'1:::; sometira8s it coml~s in a flash of insight. 1l .. nother '!laY 
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tb.at we might tr-JI to come to g:cips ,d ih 31'1; that ,·re do not UJ."1dGrst2.nd 
I 

is to trJ to create something l:!.ke it in the impol'tan;ij, respects. Thus 
I 

onG '<lay to tr'J to! u-n.derstand Pop a:ct i,s to try to create some Pop art. 

The result of all' these efforts f l..1.sually, eventually, is that ve come 
! 

to appreciate the: ''lark and others like it, although there are so;ne 

kinds of 8,rt vie c~n never seem to understand. Jbd of course this' process 

contillUGS~ .... le come to see works i're already knoH in lleii lights, vTa get 

deeper insights, ~tc. 1< .. 11d ive also forget a great deaJ.; cL_ "I donlt 

YJlOiv "I'rM t I sa',T in t ha t play. TI 

I 

In none of what 'v-e have 
I 

I 

a decision of the! kind Heitz is 
, 

been describing aboye, h01f<3Ver, is there 

talk~ng about. Although "I,e have a 

break-dovffi in an ~abi tnal nattern of interaction va th art, the break-
I • 

I 

dOvl11 is not one that ,·re imuld describe as a decision 8i tuation; rather 

, it is one that I·re: i-TOuld characterize as co;ning from the dernand fo:c 

understanding, i.,hHher that be purely inte1J.Bctual, physical, religious, 

politicEtl or 1tThat~ver. Fu:rthermore, our actiyities in this case are not 
I 

destructbre of th~ concept of art ~ eyen though they are destructive of 

our 010ffi habi tual ~cti vi ties in the face of art. For although the 
I 

concept of art iSlbased on tho[38 habitual ac tivities, it is not 
!' , 

identical ... ·lith thfm. In fact, "That we are doing in such a situation 

I 

is breaking d:)im ollr habitual patterns the better to confoJ1Il our habits 
I 

to the establishe~ r1.5:1.es of the concept of art. Far from contributing 

to a revolution i~ artistic ta:::te ~ \'le are contributing to a firmer 
I 
I 

entrGnch.rnent of the conventional vrisdom. 
i 

The point made in the last parag-.caph is in the broad region 
! 

botvTeen relativel;y purely enpi::dcal and ::relatively purely conceptual 
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points. It could! have been made much marc quickly by treating it 

as a conceptual p!oint, and "deducing" (not entirely accurate, but 
I 

graphic) it from pur starting ];Joint. The importance of our having 
, I 

come to it through an analysis of ",hat does 'happen '\'Then '\>18 interact 
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wi th art is to sh10,\>7 that the conc.eptl1.al scheme ,.,e are using does have 

the resources needed for dealing i,r.i.th observations. In other ",ords, 

the fact that thel same point can be n-,ao.e by ",arking 11Up" from observations 

or "doim" from thle conceptual scheme. to...at the first crystallized into 

the second, and the second unpacks into the first, 8ho1-7s that the 

conceptual schemel is vlOrking. Having sho1>m this, i're "nIl restrict 

ourselves pretty lnuch to conce:~tual points from here on~ in, ahlays vri th 

the 'lmdersta. nding that their nl timate justification would be an 

uXlpacking that vioiJ.ld conform to empirical observation. 
I 

Tv7.?elemenlts in the above situation militated against the use 
I • 

of the concept ot decisi on. First, since the vlork ivaS an old one, 
I 

new only to me, there vTaS already an established group of rules for 

understanding it and similar vlOrks "'hich I as an individual in the 
, I 

situation, did no~ decide upon'so much as discover. Thus, for another 

example, I do notl decide to extend the concept of Cubism to include 
! 

I?Les Damoiselles li f .A.vignon"; I discover that the concept does incl '\..lde 
I 

it. Secondly, al~hough the concept of art has its ontological roots 

in my habits, it has many other roo~ts as "jell, in the habits of many 
! 

others. Concepts: are interpersonal. Thus a decision to change the 

i 

concept of art v.ritll have to be a RTOUP decision, not a personal one • 

.Ii third point tha~c emerged, although not as crucially, vlaS that it is 
I 

a vork and others: like it, and not just an individual ivork, that I'{e 
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I 

fail to be able t~ deal "dth. Taking these elements togiether, it 
I 

seems. to be suggei3ted that the concept of decision ,,1.11 be useful in 
I 

describing situations in \-,hich a group interested in art comes across 
! 

something ne", to them in such Cl '.-lay that they do not have an established 
I 

conventional ,,,isdtm by means of which they cai-. satisfactorily deal with 

it or w5.th similar cases. Avant garde art is perhaps the purest 
I 

source of instances of such situations. 

Avant garcll.e art is new art of a special kind; it is nevl art 
I 

that does not fitiwolJ. into the established patterns of expectations. 

We could say tat ~vant garde art is· not yet art, but that is not clear 
I 

enough. \-!hat mak,s avant gardE~ art art is that some people, at least, 
I 

are ~Qlling to treat it as art. Some people r~ve found the appropriate 
I 

patterns of interaction that lE!ad to some kind of aesthetic satisfaction. 
I 

al though the nUIDb~r is limi ted-·-perhaps ~co the artist alone. In other 

"'lord.s, the object i in question has sufficient similarities to traditional· 

art that the expe~di tu:re of some effort on it promises to be frui tful··-
I 

al though that pr01tdse is not ali-lays kept. As more and more effort is 

expended on the atant garde~-cri ticisms, shov's, perforn:ances, etc .-

that is, as vario~s patterns of' behaviour are presented as alternatives 

for being incorpo~ated into habitual patterns, with some being rejected, 

others accepted, ~uch of what '\-J'8S avant garde is classical after a 

generation or two~ It is not so much that the object gradually moves 

into the mainstre~m of tradition as t~~t the mainstream cr~nges course 

to include it. 

There is ~uch old art that is not classical art. This point is 

• 'l> 
not an entirely e-faluative one; l.tl\more a comment that certain patterns 
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of interaction be!come so strongly entrenched in our cultural condi tion

ing that certain ~Jorks--eg. Shakespea:re' s tragedies--continue to 
I 

proyide us ./i th a: great deal of satisfaction. Since there is certain 
I 

condi tioning tat pomesfrom just li vlng in a physical and social 

environment , it is no wonder that some art se'ems to be Iltrue for all 
I 

mankind II • The nujr:ber of different kinds of social organization man 

has tried remains: small; some artists have created "lorks the provide 

sa tisfying releases f!'om some of the pressures that all men, as a 
I 

I 

matter of fact, share. 
i 

It is her~, on the levE~l of. the assirnilat;ion of "lorks into 
I 

tradi tional mainstreams that the decisions that influence cr..ange in 
I 

the denotation ru-Res of the concept of art take: place. They are in 

a broad sense 

considered to 

I d .. grou.p eC1.S1.ons. 
I 

I 

be ~rt by larger 

for as certain kinds of works becorr.e 

and. large"!' segments of those interested 

in art, the concept of art gradually changes so that eventually it is 
! 

obvious to everyot.e that, for example, the Mona Lisa is a work of art. 

I 

But that did not hav.§. to happen to the Mona Lisa; there is nothing 

I 

intrinsically aesthetic about it. 1rle just all decided. as a gro~, 

that the }fona Lis$ is .,orth looking at. 

'vi thin thts broadly cultural decision process there are more 

lirr.ited decision processes that contribute to the over-all process. 

On this intermedi$te level the situations shade from decision situations 

i 

to discovery and ~ncrease of understanding situations. For example, 
I i 

the introduction <Df something 1ike Eskimo art into the mainstream of 

Canadian (mainly Jj;uropean-oriented) art denotation was more of a dis-

covery that the E$kimoes create small stat~y than a decision to treat, 
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Eskimo statuary a art. 'l'he strain on traditional classification and 
I 

other- traditional! patterns of interaction was small because of the 

I 

great number of similarities of Eskimo statuary to established, 

accepted, Ildecide~-upon" art forms. The display of African masks at 

an art gallery cav.ses more of a rupture yti th tradition; hence 

continued disp1ay: of and aesthetic commentary upon African masks would 

be evidence that k decision has been made, and not just a discovery. 
i -

This kind of culttlral cross-fertilization is going on all the time; 

hence decisions arfecting the denotative rules of the concept of art 

put those rules il1 constant flux. -There is 'rarely homogenous art usage 

throughout an entire linguistie group; homogeneity is rather found 

in smaller cuI tur~l sub-groups of various sizes. '1'he classics are those 

works that aCDiE;v~ a kind of super-cultural prestige. 

Avant garne art movements rebel 'against and abrogate tradition 
! 

in various ways aFd at various levels" wi. th different kinds of 

innovations causi~g different kinds of problems. Tecrnical innovations--

a ne\-l kind of paint or plastic medium, a novel way of uSlng language 
, 

(eg. increased pu.±ming on the etymological roots or contemporary 
I 

associations of words), a ne"" combination of musical instruments J or 

the use of ne,,, 

tape recorders 

I -

in~truments (eg .. electronic instruments, or the use of 
I 
I 

I 

an~ ecto chambers, etc. )--call for neVI genre distinctions 
I 

I 

based on tradi tiohal art form di stincti ons. Tha tis J Finnegan IS \vake 
! 

is certainly li te~ature (this statement is a factual "yes l1 report, to 
, I 

use 'deitz' phrase~ and ipso faQto art, but is it a novel or "That? 
I 
I 

Electronic rock mrsic is music (evaluative issues aside), but ,,"hat kind 
I 

of music? Sometimes VIe cover up this genre problem by asking. "But is 
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I it really art?!!, as if vie could deduce from establishing that it is 

art, :l.vhat kind ofl art it is. :Such occasions are to be distinguished 

from those occasi~ns what the question, "Is it art?" is a legitimate 
, I 

question; such ti~es are those when fairly high level generic or even 

art form distinctions themsel VI3S seem to be inadeo1.1.ate. life do not 
! ~ 

ask this question: of an object qua individual work of art, hOi'rever, 

but of the objectl ~ representative of,a more general classification 
I 

of putative ark- vTprks. .A single nevi' and dissatisfying work of art is 

not an avant gard~ i-rork, but a curiosity in the history of art unless 
I 
I 

more works are crbated that are dissatisfying in a similar "lay. One 
I 

work does not makp an avant garde movement. but a dead end. Thus vre 

are not called onl to decide "ihether a given Bergman film is a vTOrk of 

art. that is, to rxtend the concept of art such that its denotative 
I 

rules include thel (definite description)- Bergman film in question, but 

whether films are: vlOrks of art, or, vihether the film is an art form. 

In these cases. the concept of art is over against non-aesthetic con-

cepts. 

In the eciectic, expanding period of the last century or so. 
I 

we have made many I such decisions incorporating photography. films, 

African masks, co~lages, posters, mobiles, motorized and sounding 

SCUlptures, electponic music, modern dance, audience-participation 
, 
, 

drama and many others as mainstream art forms. At the same time, 
! 

some things that ~lere once considered art--eg. landscape gardens--
I 

are no longer cOl1$idered art. There is no point, I think, in saying 

that the Eighteen·~h Century made a mistate in considerinG landscape 

gardens to be an art form. Tastes h£,.rI,Te changed;'"'neH patterns of 
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interaction have developed and othens have been left by the ",ayside. 
I 

That is just an eilpil'ical fact and a metaphysical statement about 

things beinE. art ffind censing to be art obscures the openness and 

relati vi ty of the I concept of art. 

'He are nO~l in a position to see more 'clearly the importance 

of the disputes that are endemic to so many parts of the aesthetic 

form of life. Helhave already accepted,the view that at least one 
I 

of the functions bf the critic is to enable the more or less puzzled 
I 

art observer to i*teract \vi th art in terms of alternative rules that 

may enable the ob~erver to have new kinds of appreciative insiGht into 
i 

I 

the ",'orks and art i forms in question. In this, function he is pre-

senting 
I 

alternatiyes open for the future development of the concept 
I 

of art. 
! 

li'requentty, as Vlei tz and others point out. this activity 

is carried out bYlthe presentation of honorific or pursuasive 

defini tions. Criticism 1.8 of course not limited to new "Torks of art. 

i 
As the concept of art changes and develops. ne", expectations arise 

I 

which enable the aritic to go back into the history of art and re-
I 

interpret classical art in the light of these ne\, patterns of 

I 

interaction. Som~tirnes neglected o70rks of art are resurrected as those 

interested in art !find satisfactory patterns that were not available 
I 

to ,their predeces~ors--"li tness the "discovery" of El Greco with the 
I 

I 

advent of modern art. But it is clear tb~t the critic sitting in his 
I 

i 

studio can not dedide upon the future development of the concept of 
I 

art. What is impqrtant is not }:hat he thinks so much as what he 

does. The behavidural manifestation that is needed for the making of 
I 

a group decision-Jthe "head-·noddinc;" cOGlInunlcation ",e referred to in 
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the last chapter-tis in this case fou1:a in crit:ic[11 efforts to 

pursUflj~; others t~ aocept ono'~; c-;m vie.".'. The ol'i tic mny personally 

I 

dcclde tbGt l<'in..Yl~w·.s,n' s 11/nke shou.ld be treated as a novel--on the othol~ 
i 

hand, he ma~ no~ $0 declde; It may be obvious to him. although not 

to others. thnt F{nnec:an' s vrak~ should be treated as a novel--and 
I 

that there should ;not be a nev' concept 1.nvented to deal with 1. t. and 

that he "all try to bring about a change 1.n the concept of the novel 

such that 1.t 1.S ettended to include Finnegan's vlake; he may fu.rther 
I 

make tactical dec~ S1.ons to effe~ct th1.s change. But it is only in the 

pOVler of the critical cornmuni ty as a group to make the decis1.on to so 

extend the concept. 

It is to ~e noted that 1.n art h1.story at any rate the decislon 

I 

process 1.S far from a democrat1.c one. Some VOlces count for far more 

than do' others. 1ho reason ,:ror th1.s sho'vls the somewhat comphcated 

dialectical relat~onsrnp beiYreen the arhst. the cr1.ilcs and the 
i . 

soc1.ety. The raH!Ira ter1.al on vihich tue cr1. t1.C has to VIork is those 

th1.ngs created to jbe considered ,,'arks of art. He is thus restr1.cted 

in '\-That he can present and argu.e for as art. But he also has to be 

IDlndful of the ex~ent to vrhich established patterns can successfully 
i • 

be challenged. th1t is. of the extent to which people interested in 

I 

art in his socletJi' are wilhng and able to try to understand the 
, I 

alternat1.ves, he m~y be presentlng.. A cni1.c in the Eighteenth Century 
I 

I 

would have been a !voice 1.n the wilderness try1.ng to promote :::;1 Greco 

because the cul tu~e vias just not ready. Thus the cri hc 1.S the focus 
I 

of the dual nressures of an exnanS1.ve and revolut1.onary artist1.c 
~ I ~ 

commun1.tyand a t~adition that hl).8 a great deal more lnertia than 
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than do the artists. In critical l:l. teratu.l'e one can see the tens10n , 

i 

between the 

usually the 

rutmje-oriented artist and the past-oriented culture. and 

cri t:ile, as the interpreter ,of the artist to the culture. is , 

mistrusted by bo~h. The result is a mutual causation: the decision 

I 

of a cultural gr1up to extend the concept of art to 'cover a ne" kind 

of case spurs artists to new endeavours in the no ',01 Co,-opted. formerly 
! 

avant garde art $tyle, ",hich 1,11 turn le8ds "to further pressure as the 

artists extend, ~~mi1"Y and try to change the tradition. In a sense, 

Stuart IIampshire I is correct 'when he says that the cri hc is going 

against the main Itrend of the language. But this is only 1n 

I 

response to the alrt1st. who would. i1' be could. even more radicalize 
, 

the attack on thel established order. Finally, it is to be noted that 
, 

not all artists atre revolutJ..onaries. In'fact, few Ere. 
! 

Summary Wf agree with \,.,rei tz in the claim that "the opennes~ 01-

the concept of art is based on the fact that ques'tions of the extension 
, 

of the conc~pt 
I 

are answered by decisions and not by an inspection with 

a deTinition in m~nd. However" such decisions--to extend the denotative 
, 

rules to cover a hew case. to jlnvent a new group of rules. to re1"use 

to'do either of t~e l~tter. or even the'decision to maintain the 

extension the 
i 

to restrict it such that it longer or concept or no 
I 

covers an establi~hed 
! 

case of a work 01" art (the latter three being 

kinds of decision~ \o/ei tz misses completely)--such decisions take place 
I 

25 I 

"Logicl and Appreci8.tion" in Aesthetics and Language, H. 
Elton, ed., Bla cK>'re 11 (Oxford, 1959), p. 168. 
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only when works o~' art put pressures on the borders of the established 

concept-rules, an~ when they do occur. they are broadly based cultural 

group decis1.ons, ~nd not personal ones. 
! 



CHAPTEH VIr 

In this fiial chapter WG~ try. to say in a more general way 
, 

what art is, not ~f course by defining it, but by giying a general 

characterization ~f the concept of art, with speclal reference to 

the relativity of it he concept. It must be remembered that the ulti-

mate test 01· the truth of our observatlons about art is further sc.i.en
i 
, 

hfl.c research into the nature of OID' interactlons ",ith those thinp.:s 
: -

.... 'e from time to ttffie conslder art. The rigour. of the empirlcal side 

i 

of this thesis leaves much to be deslred; hOVlever, all we could do 
! 

.... lithin the scope Jf such a thes:is was to indicate a framework that 
I 

looks promising. ~nd to sho\v hQl"T the observations we have made can be 
I 

I 
understood vll thln I such a fmmcvlOrk. There is much 'lOrk yet to be done. 

I 

The first woint lS that the "lOrd "art" does not denote a 

group of objects With a peculiar ontological status as do, i·or 

example, "colour" and "material objectll. In other .... ,ords. art is in 

no sense a IIgrade of actuall"ty"; there is no IIway of beingfl that is 

I 

done piecemeal. lfor, in the other extreme, are "forks of art completely 

UDlque and mu"tual~y incomparable, each having its own lndefinable 

IImaglc". Ho v,ork !of art lS completely ne", and astonishing; all works 

of art are part ot one tradltlon or another. linked by complex strands 

of similari tles to .,hat goes before them, and usually to Vlhat comes 
I 

after. 
I 

Thus the ontology of art is not done work by work, but art 
! 

66 
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form by art form.: 

':J.1here is n~ such thing as ltart-1.n-1. tself" or ''work-01'-art-ln-

1. tself" • Nei the r i art nor a \vork of art exists 1.ndependently of a 

cultural setting. i In Categor1E~8. Aristotle derines a relahve as 
I 

follo",s; "Those th1.ngs are relatives for vlhleh belng 1.S the same as 
26 

In thJ_s sense ~ the concept of 
, 

art 1S a culturally relatlve concept; to use a phrase of Professor 

Simpson.' s, a vlork of art is "something undistingul shed except for the 

eye 01· man"--man, that is. as a cultural anlmal. Another way 01· say1.ng 

thls ~s by say~ng l;tla'L vhat art is can only be expressed by means of 

a relatlon. To be a . ,"ork of art l8 "to be.related to certaln cultural 
I 

1.ntere8t, ~s l;hal; m~ke up the aes:thetlc form of life, 'l-lh1.ch ~s l;hal; part 
v 

of our lives tha't! .!e orcanize by means '01' the changing rules of the 
I 

conoep"t of ar"t. 
! 

The concewt of art. moreover, does not p~rs1st by self-1dentity. 

What "le mean to eipl'esS by that dark saying ~s l;hat self-idenhty' is 

an lnaclequfl't8 a 1):d-~orl assumption for any attempt to give a complete 
! 

description. for ~ll time. of the col-wept of art. But self-identity 

is not the only mqdel we have for persistence through time. v!hat 
I 

grounds the contirtued -identity of the concept of art--that is. what 
! 

a110'\o18 us to speak of the Egyptian and' the modern concept, as opposed 
I 

to concepts, of 
i . 

aJlt--is 
i 

the persistence of strands of sin,ilarities that 

I 

I 

26 
8a )1; cf j Aristotle's Cater.;ories and De Interpretatione, tr·ans. 

J. L. Aekrill. Ox$orcl t;nivel-si{,y F.r-ess.-:-("Lorll.101l> 196:3)'-}Jo 22. Italics 
Ackrill's (if not iAristotle1s). 
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have various tem~oral and geogr&pl:ical life-spans lin.1{ed together. as 
I 

Wi ttgenstein ,,!culld have it, like strands in a rope. Some of the strard s 
, 

link objects by tlheir similari ties to each other. and other stral1ds 

link similarities! among '.flays we treat objects when '';8 consider them to 
I 

be art. The for1er strands gain their importarrc8 in virtue of their 

relationship to tihe latter ones, which are rooted in the cultural habits 

of men--in the paltterns of intleraction that typify the kinds of treat-

i 

ment a cultu?=,e evblves for those things it considers to be art. Start-
I 

ing \.,ri th the modelrn "!estern conception of art, we can i'lOrk our ''lay 

back through timel. and outward:s in space. seeinG' some strands dropping 

i 

out for good, 01' frecurring, and seeing other strands starting and 

I 

ending in the paslt or in other places. Some kinds of cultural con-

di tioning are verif deeply rootl3d, being almost entirely resistant to 

a. 
change; but no cu~tural interest of man has a guTanteed future. The 

idea, for examplel. that works of art should be preserved is a very 

long strand that bnks many stages in the development of the concept 

of art. There ar~, hO\·Jever. breaks in it. PIa to ,,,"QuId have destroyed 

art that frustrat~d the development of the ideal state, and vle have 

had our modern Ifbbok-burners ll in Nazi Germany. Others strands are 
I 

shorter. 'l'he idek that art should serve an overtly religious purpose 
! 

had its hey-day ih Ivestern culture in Nedieval 1urope; today, I think, 
I 
i 

z.lmost no one WOUfd hold that art must be religious to be art. even if 
I 

they hold that Uluph apparently secular art has religious overtones. 
I 

If someone does hpld that art must today be religious,· then " .. hat he 
I 

says is false. 

The issue bf the truth or falsity of stateDents about (not in) 

I 

art is a very vexfng one indeed. First of alL we '\Vant to say. as above 
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that the person "f~O holds today that art must be religi.ous is mi.staken, 

I 

that ".,rhat he says: is false. But if he had said it eight hundred years 

ago, then there i$ a good chance that what he said was true: to be 

considered a work! of art, an o"bject had to be taken to have religious. 

I 

irllplications. E:v~n if this last statement is not true. it could be. 
I 

Another way of lo~kine at the problem is this: our comments on Airport 
I 

suggest that '\vhil~ we recognize a temporall;,,' and culturally rela ti ve 
I 

central factual c~re in our denotative use of the concept of art, 
I 

I 

",hereby classical' ",orks and ne", ",vorks created ,.,rithin well-understood, 

clearly establish~d traditions are as a matter of .fact ,·;orks of art of 

a certain type. w¢ also recognize that there is a revolutionary boun-
, 

clary zone in the cl!.enotative rules of the concept. Harks on the bovnd
I 

ary are not yet (br. are no longer) full-blooded ",orks of art. The 
I , 
I 

process by ,,!hich ~n object is moved from the bou.ndary to the centre 

is. as we ~~ve said, a process of cultural decision-making. In this' 

context, hmv can it be false atone time that X is a "lOrk of art, then 

at another time be a fact that X is a work of art? 

The way ~ut of the difficulty is, I think, as follo\·;s. It 

phrase, is not idrntical .li th its extension. It is determined by the 
, 

reigning cuI turall rules for def':ling vIi th art. .As those rules change, 

the meaning of "w<brk of art" cbanges: as the rules remain the same, 
I 

. i • 

so too does the llEpanlng of "work of art'l. This means that the state-

ment "It is a fact that X is a work of art" is a culturally relathre 
! 

statement that ca~ not be understood independently of a reference to 

a cul tural settin~ {contrast I1Xis red" or "2+2::)1-"). In other words, 
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the above statemejnt states a cuI iural f.act, analogous in many ways to 
, 

the statement "X lis a foul baHI!. vlhich states 'iThat Searle calls an , 

"insti tutional fabt n • Thus th,::! truth-value of the statement "X is 
I 
I 

a work of art" ca~ cha.nge v.d.thout any natural change in the "X"; it 

can also remain tre same, in some cases, with a great deal of nat1.,:::cal 

change in the "X"I; cf. .the (definite description) playltKing Lear. 1I 

It might b~ suggested that our treatment of the concept of 
i 

art entails that ~nything could be considered art,. and thus that \,e 

are forced to say; that ",vork of art" means the same as "real thing", 

which of course i6 not true. It does follo.l that anything could be 

treated as a 'ilork: of art i-ri th sufficient· change in the concept of art; 
I 

.le id.ll just havei to vTait and see how the concept develops in the 

futU1'e. Par if al cultural group ~s a ",hole decides to treat an ob-

jed as art t then: it is art. ]3ut it does not follow from this that 

I 

ever-jthing at thel same time could be considered art. Part of the 

usefulness of the: "lord llart" comes from the concept being over against 

other concepts like handicraft:, entertainment, mere technique, and, 

more remotely and: less evaluatively. histo;r'Y. philosophy. psychology. 

and science in general. Al though there are no clear-cut borderlines 

s~para ting these {rarious interests, wi th each sharing much of the 

others, if it cam~ to pass that all of these other concepts were 

absorbed int'o the concept of art. so that the rules ioThereby we deal 

"ti th history. for example, .. Tere the same as those ",hereby "e deal 

with art, the resu.lt would be a large-scale breakdoWl in the 
I 
I 

efficiency 'vi th 'i!~ich ".,e interact .. ri th the world. and the demand for 
I 

I 

understanding woufd reassert itself by making distinctlons behleen 
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aesthetic and other interests. It is thus not a factual possibility 
I 

that we should at some tiIDe in the future treat everything as art. 

In this thesis, we have tended· to stress the di veristy of 
.! 

the ,'lays we interact "lith those things considered to bo art in order 

to avoid irnposin~ an arbitrary a nriori -.;ni ty on art based on the 

assumption 

have tried 

tb2t thel'e 
I 

I 
I 

to lo~k at 

must be SOi!J.0thing l;hat Art really 1S. 't·.'e 

the ,.,rays He call things art to see if the1'8 

is such a ll..'l1ity. i The result has been that we have concluded that 

any unity art ba~ is grounded in cultu:t'al unity. If ~t were to be 

I 

discoveJ:,cd that ~here is some cultural 1nterest that 1.S essent181 

in rr:an. and that lart alone could satisfy that 1nterest, then we would 

I 

have to a11O\·[ that art could be deflned. Al tho'ugh 1 t lS beyond the 
I 

scope of this thdsis to determ1.ne whether theJ:'e is such an l.nterest. 
I 

I 

we have already .suffleiently expressed our doubts about It. Beyond 
I 

tblS, OUL" conclmhon that art ).s culturally relat). ve 1S far from 

orlglnal; many o~her~s have sald the same thulg--but not many ph:i.losophers. 
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